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I would like to thank luli Metzger for advising me through this project. Her guidance allowed me to build on my 
communication skills and apply practices I've learned in journalism through writing in a different medium. 

I would also like to thank lohn McKillip and the Fine Focus class for allowing me to pursue my vision for the future style 
of the journal and for supporting my decisions, even when they broke tradition. 

REDESIGNING, RETHINKING FINE FOCUS 

The purpose of design for any product or publication is to 
effectively communicate a message to a targeted audience. It 
also needs to help accomplish said product or publication's 
end goal. While many people associate design with clothing 
or advertising, the items that require good design are much 
broader than that. 

Fine Focus is an interdisciplinary, immersive learning 
class. Its objective is to publish a microbiology journal for 
undergraduate research twice annually. Each issue will 
include at least six research papers which have been edited 
by professionals in the appropriate field using a double-blind 
method. It also will have at least one student perspective. 

The goal of the journal is to communicate the findings of the 
research as well as to create an opportunity for undergraduate 
students within the niche specialization of microbiology. 

Part of the responsibility of the class is to publicize the 
journal using a website and advertisements. The website's 
goal is to create an interactive experience through which to 
engage viewers and make them knowledgeable about Fine 
Focus. The goal of advertising is to grab people's attention 
and tell them how to get involved. 

I created a style guide, using my previous knowledge and 
new research of design methods, with the purpose of 
effectively communicating the journal's research, creating 
brand recognition, meeting these goals for the website 
and advertisements. 

I also compiled a broken down explanation of my design 
changes to ensure that future semesters of students will be able 
to keep the style of the publication consistent and professional 
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WHY CARE ABOUT DESIGN? 
The best design is one that isn't noticeable. It's not about 
being pretty or flashy; it's about creating an experience and 
communicating a goal. 

"If good design is doing its job, it is managing your perception 
of an experience in many ways- both obvious and not so 
obvious," said New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg in a 
recent interview in the annual design issue of Fast Company 
magazine. "How you feel. and therefore if whether you're 
going to engage and buy, is directly influenced by the design 
of a website, a package or a business card." 

Everything people interact with has significant design purpose. 
A reader reads a magazine spread in a particular order because 
the designer instructed you to with their element placement. A 
viewer quickly located and uses a navigation bar on a website 
because a designer knew where they would look and gave 
them the tools they would want. A consumer stops to look at 
an ad because a designer knew what how to get them to look 
and what the ad wanted to quickly say. 

A microbiology journal needs to have the same control 
with their design. It needs to have strong advertising and 
marketing so people know it exists, as well as a logical 
journal design to get readers to stay interested in its content. 

Fine Focus is a microbiology journal for undergraduate 
research. It is assembled by a group of interdisciplinary 
students. Prior to fall, they never had a design major. As a 
result the design was an afterthought. The previous design 
decisions were based on aesthetics rather than function. 

For example, previous classes had been using two logos. 
They said this was because one logo looked better on t-shirts 
and stickers while another looked better on print pieces. This 
is flawed because the entire purpose of a logo is for it to be 
recognizable as Fine Focus. I created a logo that has variations, 
so it can be applied to any of these mediums. It also more 
simply explains what the journal is by using a microscope 
with the "nne focus" knob highlighted in a different color. See 
the full transformation in "Style, explained." 

Similarly to how I considered the purpose of the logo, the 
marketing team worked with me to define the purposes 
of the different elements of Fine Focus: the website, 

promotional material and journaL The main purpose of 
the website is to create an interactive experience for users. 
The main purpose of promotional material is to entice 
people in less than two seconds and get them to follow or 
contribute to the journal. The main purpose of the journal 
is to create an approachable and readable outlet for sharing 
undergraduate scientific research. These were the driving 
forces behind the designs I created for each. 

In general. the journal's target audience and readership 
is made up of undergraduate students and people in the 
science community. Both admire logic and organization. 
Younger readers have become accustomed to modern, 
minimalist designs, which complement logic and 
organization. Also, with such a dense material. a simpler 
design will help communicate the content. This inspired the 
use of whitespace, simple color scheme and minimalist logo. 

WHY CREATE A GUIDE? 
Previously I have worked as a designer for two student 
media publications, The Daily News and Ball Bearings, and 
freelanced for the College of Communication, Information 
and Media. Last summer I interned as a print designer 
for The Denver Post, a top 10 news organization. In each 
of these different positions I was working with each 
publications individual style guides. This gave me the 
background experience to understand what tools a designer 
needs in order to follow a publication's style. 

The point of a style guide is to give a publication its own 
look, or brand. It provides consistency and familiarity for 
readers' experiences. VJhen I get on denverpost.com I know 
where to go to find the local news stories I am interested 
in. My dad knows where to go for sports. We can find 
those sections in the paper, too. When I see the front page, 
I know that the story with the largest headline is the most 
important for me to read. I also know where to look to find 
where the story continues in the paper. The consistency 
and familiarity makes finding news in the The Denver Post 
efficient and enjoyable process. 

A style guide is what sets those mandates. The same 
person doesn't design every front page, an entire staff does. 
While individuals each have their own creative idea of 
how to present content, the basics have to stay the same. If 
I had given a news story a column-style headline, readers 

http:denverpost.com
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would have been confused. Is it a column or is it news? It 
didn't matter which headline was prettier, I had to pick the 
one that matched the style guide. 

A single person will not be designing Fine Focus. The class 
has an added challenge since the participants will likely 
change each semester. They are also not guaranteed to have 
a design major involved. While the class will change, the 
product won't. It will still be a microbiology journal for 
undergraduate students. Its target audience will remain 
constant. The class also won't be able to get an entirely new 
group of followers every semester. So it needs to maintain 
and grow on current readership. The style guide can be 
passed down to the new students every semester. It will 
also ensure that the reader experience is familiar enough to 
maintain its readership. 

The multi-platform style guide and the designs I created this 
year are Fine Focus, and will continue to push forward its 
purpose and success. 
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BDELLOVIBRIO 
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PROTECTS 
CAENORHABDITIS 
ELEGANS FROM 
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Copyright 201 l l, Fine Focus all rights rest'rved 
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ABSTRACT 
Bdellovibrio bacteriovorus is a naturally predatory bacterium 
that multiplies inside Gram negative prey bacteria. There is 
much interest in using Bdellovibrio as a living antibiotic to 
control infections by Gram negative pathogens. In recent years 
Caenorhabditis elegans has proven to be an attractive animal 
model of bacterial pathogenesis for a range of pathogens. 
We have used the C. elegans animal pathogenesis model to 
examine the ability of B. bacteriovorus to protect nematodes 
from four bacterial pathogens. In aU cases, nematodes 
treated with B. bacteriovorus and the pathogen survived at 
a significantly higher level than nematodes treated with the 
pathogen alone. Treatment with B. bacteriovorus alone was 
nontoxic to the worms. We monitored the persistence of E. 
coli K-12 and E. coli OP50 in both B. bacteriovorus treated 
nematodes and control nematodes. E. coli K-12 levels were 
significantly lower in B. bacteriovorus treated nematodes than 
in control nematodes one day after Bdellovibrio exposure 
and E. coli K-12 was eliminated from the worm gut t\vo days 
faster in B. bacteriovorus treated nematodes. E. coli OP50 also 
demonstrated signilicantly lower levels in B. bacteriovorus 
treated nematodes and faster elimination from the worm gut. 
The successful use of B. bacteriovorus as a therapeutic agent in 
C. elegans indicates that it may be useful as a living antibiotic in 
other animal systems. 

INTRODUCTION 
Bdellovibrio bacteria are intriguing because 
they naturally reproduce inside other Gram 
negative bacteria. The Bdellovibrio life cycle 
involves attachment to and penetration of prey 
cells, elongation inside the prey periplasm using 
prey components for growth, fragmentation into 
multiple cells, and finally, lysis of the prey cell (1). 
Because Bdellovibrio lyses prey as it multiplies, 
and because it cannot infect eukaryotic cells, 
there is growing interest in using Bdellovibrio 
as a "living antibiotic" (2). Numerous researchers 
have demonstrated in vitro killing of pathogens 
by Bdellovibrio, (3, 4, 5, 6) supporting the idea 
of using Bdellovibrio to control infections. 

Additionally, Bdellovibrio has been shown to 
attack prey within bacterial biofilms and reduce 
biofilm biomass (7, 8, 9). Two studies have 
put the living antibiotic concept into practice, 
demonstrating protection against Aeromonas 
hydrophila infection in fish and protection 
against Proteus penneri infection in shrimp 
through the use of Bdellovibrio (10, 11). Fish and 
shrimp mortality was significantly lower when 
the animals swam in water containing both 
the pathogen and Bdellovibrio as compared to 
animals in water containing only the pathogen. 
However, it was not determined whether the 
mechanism of Bdellovibrio protection was 
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simply a reduction of the pathogen level in 
the wateJ~ the killing of the pathogen within 
the animal, or a combination of the two. Until 
recently, the use of Bdellovibrio as an in vivo 
treatment for infection has been an intriguing, 
but theoretical option. In '2011 Atterbury et 
al. demonstrated Bdellovibrio could be used 
therapeutically to control Salmonella infection 
in chickens without negative effects on the birds 
0'2). This was the first study to demonstrate in 
vivo efficacy of Bdellovibrio as a treatment for 
bacterial infection. Here we continue the use of 
Bdellovibrio as an in vivo therapeutic agent, but 
in the C. elegans bacterial pathogenesis model. 

In 1999 Tan et a!. first reported the use of the 
nematode C. elegans as an animal model for 
bacterial pathogenesis (13). Since then numerous 
researchers have demonstrated that this system 
can be used for multiple bacterial pathogens 
including Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Salmonella 
enterica, Serratia marcescens, and Staphylococcus 
au reus (1LJ, 15). Genes identified in C. elegans as 
important in pathogenesis have been confirmed 
in mouse models of pathogenesis, validating 
the use of C. elegans as a pathogenesis model 
(16). Using C. elegans as an animal model 

for pathogenesis is at tractive for numerous 
reasons such as low cost, short generation 
time, complete genome sequence and ease of 
genetic manipulation (17). When C. elegans are 
maintained in the laboratory they are grown on 
Petri plates containing lawns of nonpathogenic 
E. coli OP50 as their food source and the worms 
typically live two weeks (18). When grown on 
a pathogen instead of OP50, worm survival is 
greatly reduced (16). 

Our lab has taken advantage of the well-studied 
C. elegans bacterial pathogenesis model system 
to examine the use of Bdellovibrio to protect C. 
elegans from bacterial infection. In this study, 
we first established an infection in the nematode 
and then examined the curative effect of a brief 
exposure to Bdellovibrio. We show that worms 
treated with both Bdellovibrio and a pathogen 
live significantly longer than worms treated with 
the pathogen alone. We also demonstrate that 
bacterial levels are lower and cleared faster in 
Bdellovibrio treated worms than control worms. 
This work demonstrates that Bdellovibrio can 
be used as a therapeutic treatment for bacterial 
infections in a well-defined animal model. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

NEMATODE AND BACTERIAL 
STRAINS 
Wild type C. elegans N'2 worms were used in all 
nematode assays. Worms and nonpathogenic E. 
coli OP50 were supplied by the Caenorhabditis 
Genetics Center (Minneapolis, MN). Worms 
were grown on nematode growth medium 
(NGM) with E. coli OP50 as the food source (18). 
Pathogens tested were E. coli K-l'2, Enterobacter 
aerogenes ATCC 130LJ8, Pantoea agglomerans 
LS005, and Salmonella enterica serovar 
Typhimurium LT'2 (19). B. bacteriovorus 

HD100 was used for all biocontrol assays ('20). E. 

coli HB10l was used as the nonpathogenic control 
in the biocontrol assays since our early work in 
this system used B. bacteriovorus 109], which does 
not infect E. coli OP50, but does infect E. coli 
HB101. However, all the experiments described 
here used B. bacteriovorus HD100, which does 
infect both E. coli OP50 and E. coli HB101. B. 
bacteriovorus HD100 was cultured using E. coli 
K-l'2 as prey according to standard protocols 
('21). B. bacteriovorus prey lysates were checked 
microscopically for active, motile B. bacteriovorus 
cells and an absence of prey cells. Prey lysates 
contained approximately 6 x 108 B. bacteriovorus 
cells per m!. The persistence assays utilized 
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kanamycin-resistant E. coli K-l'2 derivative strain 
rW1863-1 ('2'2), supplied by the E. coli Genetic 
Stock Center (New Haven, CT) and ampicillin
resistant E. coli OP50-GFP strain OBIS, kindly 
supplied by J. Ewbank (Centre d'Immunologie de 
Marseille-Luminy, Marseille, France). 

PATHOGENICITY ASSAY 
Bacteria were grown overnight in LB broth and 50 
~d culture was spread on 60 mm diameter NGM 
plates. Plates were incubated for two days at '25°C 
to establish bacterial lawns. C. elegans were reared 
on NGM with lawns of E. coli OP50 as the food 
source. One-day old adult worms were placed on 
NGM plates containing lawns of bacteria. Worm 
survival was monitored daily for the next nine 
days. Worms were considered dead when they 
did not respond to gentle prodding with a platinum 
wire. Surviving adult worms were transferred 
daily to fresh bacterial lawn plates to separate them 
from newly hatched juvenile worms. Each trial 
measured the survival of 30 worms per treatment. 

BIOCONTROL ASSAY 
Bacteria were grown overnight in LB broth 
and 50 III culture was spread on NGM plates. 
Plates were incubated for two days at '25°C to 
establish bacterial lawns. C. elegans were reared 
on NGM with lawns of E. coli OP50 as the food 
source. One day old adult worms were placed 
on NGM plates containing lawns of a pathogen 
or nonpathogenic E. coli HB10l. After exposing 
the worms to the pathogen or HB10l for lJ8 hours 
(3'2 hours for E. coli K-l'2), worms were washed 
three times in Ca/HEPES buffer ('21) to remove 
ex ternal bacteria. E. coli K-l'2 treated worms 
were exposed to E. coli for 3'2 hours instead of 
lJ8 hours because a lJ8 hour exposure to E. coli 
K-l'2 was too toxic and killed the majority of the 
worms. Washed worms were suspended in 1 m I 
of an active 8. bacteriovorus prey lysate or lml 
of Ca/HEPES buffer for 15 minutes. A 15 minute 
exposure to 8. bacteriovorus was chosen because 
this is the time required for 8. bacteriovorus to 
attach to prey cells ('2). Then the worms were 
pelleted and placed on NGM plates containing 

lawns of the nonpathogenic E. coli HB10l. Worms 
were transferred to new E. coli HB10l plates daily 
and worm survival was monitored daily for the 
next seven days. Each trial measured the survival 
of lJO-50 worms per treatment. 

E. COLI PERSISTENCE IN C. ELE
GANS 
Nematodes were exposed to an antibiotic
resistant strain of E. coli (3'2 hour exposure 
for kanamycin-resistant E. coli K-l'2 derivative 
JW1863-1 or lJ8 hour exposure for ampicillin
resistant E. coli OP50-GFP strain OBIS) 
followed by three washes in Ca/HEPES 
buffer. The washed worms were suspended 
for 15 minutes in either 1 ml of an active B. 
bacteriovorus prey lysate or 1 ml of Ca/HEPES 
buffer, then pelleted and placed on NGM 
plates with E. coli HB10llawns. Worms were 
transferred daily on to fresh E. coli HB10l plates 
as described above for the biocontrol assays. 
Numbers of internal bacteria persisting in the 
nematodes after B. bacteriovorus or buffer 
ex posure were determined daily using the 
protocol of Garsin et al. ('23) with the following 
modifications. Briefly,S worms were placed 
on a LB agar plate containing the appropriate 
antibiotic (50 Ilg/mJ) and washed twice with 
lJ III M9 medium to remove surface bacteria. 
Washed worms were suspended in '20 III M9 
medium and ground w ith a pestle. 30 III of M9 
medium was added to the worm solution to 
bring the total volume up to 50 Ill; the solution 
was diluted in Ca/HEPES buffer and plated on 
LB agar containing the appropriate antibiotic 
(50 Ilg/mJ) for bacterial enumeration. 

STATISTICS 
Kaplan-Meir survival analysis followed by 
pairwise logrank tests ('2lJ, '25, '26) was used to 
analyze C. elegans survival over time. The 
Mann Whitney test was used to analyze E. coli 
persistence data. Data analyses were performed 
using GraphPad Prism® lJ ('21). The significance 
level for all statistical analyses was set at m= 0.05. 
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RESULTS 
PATHOGENICITY ASSAY 
We tested the pathogenicity of four species 
of bacteria, comparing them to the standard. 
nonpathogenic E. coli OP50 routinely used to 
maintain C. elegans. All four species tested 
were pathogenic when compared to E. coli 
OP50. greatly reducing worm survival (Fig. 
1). The pairwise comparisons examining' 
worm survival between the four pathogens 
indicated that all four pathogens were similar 
in pathogenicity (p=0.9926). We also tested E. 
coli HBI01 and found it to be nonpathogenic. 
Worm survival on E. coli HBI01 was not 
significantly different from worm survival on 
E. coli OP50 (p=O.51J82). Worms grown on all 
four pathogens survived significantly less than 
worms grown on E. coli OP50 (p<O.OOI) and 
worms grown on aU four pathogens survived 
significantly less than worms grown on E. 
coli HBI0l (p<O.OOl). We proceeded to use E. 
coli HBI0l as the C. elegans food source when 
monitoring worm survival in our biocontrol 
assays rather than E. coli OPSO since our early 
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work in this system used B. bacteriovorus strain 
1091. which did not prey on E. coli OP50. 

BIOCONTROL ASSAY 
To determine whether B. bacteriovorus could 
protect nematodes from bacterial pathogens. we 
established infections in the nematodes. briefly 
treated infected worms with B. bacteriovorus, 
placed worms on non-pathogenic E. coli HBI01. 
and monitored worm survival for seven days. 
For all four pathogens tested. worm survival 
was signifIcantly improved when worms were 
treated with B. bacteriovorus as compared 
to the pathogen alone (Fig. 2). For each 
pathogen. the pairwise comparison between 
worms treated with the pathogen alone and 
worms treated with both the pathogen and 
Bdellovibrio was highly significant (Table 
1). Worm survival was unaffected by B. 
bacteriovorus treatment when worms were 
grown on nonpathogenic E. coli HBI01 (Table 1). 
demonstrating that B. bacteriovorus is nontoxic 
to worms. Bdellovibrio and pathogen treated 
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P va lues for pairwise comparisons in the biocontrol assay survival curves. TABLE 1 
Pathogen 	 Comparison 

HBIOI HBIOI HBIOI HBIOI HBJOI +Bd Pathogen 
vs. VS. vs, vs. vs.+Bd 

vs.Pathogen Pathogen PathogenHBIOI +Bd o 
Pathogen +Bd Pathogen +Bd +Bd 

E. coli K-12 OA958 <0,0001 O.OCW <0,0001 0.Olj12 <0,0001 

E. oerogenes OAlj02 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0,0001 <0.0001 <0,0001 

P ogglomem 0.7316 <0.0001 0.0207 <0.0001 0,0098 <0.0001 

S, enterico 0.7318 <0.0001 0.1901 <0.0001 0,3292 <0.0001 

"Bd indicates 
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worms had significantly longer survival 
than worms treated with the pathogen alone. 
However. for three of the four pathogens, 
Bdellovibrio treatment was unable to restore 
the same level of worm survival as with 
the nonpathogenic E, coli HBlOl control, 
and there were still significant survival 
differences between control worms and 
pathogen plus Bdellovi brio treated worms, 
S, enterica infection was the only one 
completely rescued by Bdellovibrio with 
no significant difference in survival curves 
between control worms and S. enterica plus 
Bdellovibrio treated worms (Table 1), 

E. COLI PERSISTENCE IN C. 
ELEGANS 
We also monitored the persistence of 
one of the four pathogens (a kanamycin
resistant derivative of E. coli K-12) as well 
as ampicillin-resistant E, coli OP50 in both 
Bdellovibrio treated and control worms, 
One day after exposure to Bdellovibrio or 
a control buffer, E, coli K-12 levels were 
significantly lower in worms treated with 
Bdellovibrio compared to control worms 
(Fig,3A). Levels of pathogenic E. coli K-12 
decreased to undetectable levels in worms 
three days after Bdellovibrio treatment. 
while it took five days for pathogenic E. coli 
to drop below detectable levels in control 
worms, E. coli OP50 showed a similar 
trend in that bacterial levels were lower 
in Bdellovibrio treated worms, although a 
significant difference between Bdellovibrio 
treated and control worms was not detected 
until three days after Bdellovibrio treatment 
(Fig, 3B). E. coli OP50 was also cleared to 
undetectable levels faster in Bdellovibrio 
treated worms and E. coli OP50, unlike E. 
coli K-12. persisted in the control worms for 
the entire seven day experiment. The limit 
of pathogen detection was five CFU per 
five worms. 

http:IJllln.l1
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DISCUSSION 
While many have used C. elegans as 
a model for bacterial pathogenesis, we 
have extended that model to investigate 
control of four bacterial pathogens by 
Bdellovibrio. The non-vertebrate C. elegans 
has many advantages as an animal model 
for Bdellovibrio infection control studies 
including short life span. ease of manipulation. 
low cost. consumption of bacteria as food. 
and absence of ethical concerns. Our work 
in C. elegans supports and extends earlier 
work using Bdellovibrio as a therapeutic agent 
to control bacterial infections in chickens 
(12). Interestingly. the one log reduction in 
S. enterica by Bdellovibrio in chickens is 
similar to the reduction in E. coli K-12 levels 
we demonstrated in C. elegans (Fig. 3A). In 
agreement with the chicken study. our work 
demonstrated improved animal health with 
a single. discrete dose of Bdellovibrio. Using 
Bdellovibrio to control infection is often 
compared to bacteriophage therapy with 
Bdellovibrio having the advantage of a wider 
prey range than phage (2). Indeed. similar to 
our results, one group has demonstrated the 
ability of phage to protect C. elegans from 
Salmonella infection (28) confirming the 
robustness of the C. elegans model. 

Our pathogenicity assay results demonstrate 
a clear difference in nematode survival 
between the four pathogens tested and the 
two non-pathogenic E. coli strains (Fig. 1). This 
highly significant survival difference is also 
reflected in the biocontrol assay comparing 
the HB101 treated worms with the pathogen 
treated worms (Fig. 2). Although E. coli K-12 
is typically considered to be nonpathogenic 
in animal models and our referring to E. coli 
K-12 as a pathogen may seem inaccurate, others 
have also demonstrated that E. coli K-12 is 
pathogenic inC. elegans (29). E. coli OP50 is 
the strain typically used as a nonpathogenic 
food source for C. elegans; however we have 

demonstrated that E. coli strain HB101 is also 
nonpathogenic. Similar nematode survival 
curves between OP50 and HB101 have also 
been demonstrated by researchers examining 
the effect of bacterial nutrition on C. elegans 
lifespan (30). Interestingly, when survival is 
examined beyond ten days. worms live longer 
on HB101 compared to survival on OP50 (30). 

Although Bdellovibrio provided 
intermediate protection from most 
pathogens. the significant improvement in 
survival along with the complete protection 
of Salmonella treated worms clearly 
demonstrates the protective ability of 
Bdellovibrio in this system (Fig. 2 and Table 
1). The variation in Bdellovibrio protection 
of C. elegans from pathogens may be due to 
the difference in bacterial colonization of the 
worms. S. enterica serovar Typhimurium 
kills worms through a persistent intestinal 
colonization while E. coli kills through a 
non-persistent intestinal colonization (16). 
The ability of S. enterica to multiply within 
and distend the worm intestinal lumen. 
establishing a persistent infection after the 
worms are no longer being fed S. enterica 
cells (31), may provide a more concentrated 
source of pathogen cells to support increased 
Bdellovibrio growth and predation. leading 
to complete recovery from infection. 
Interestingly. these data suggest that the more 
numerous the pathogen cells are in the host. 
the more effective Bdellovibrio treatment 
may be for resolving the infection. 

We followed the persistence of two E. 
coli strains in this system using antibiotic
resistant derivatives of E. coli K-12 and 
E. coli OP50 to examine the effect of 
Bdellovibrio on E. coli clearance from the 
worm. Pathogenic E. coli K-12 levels were 
significantly lower in Bdellovibrio treated 
worms one day after treatment and E. coli 



1:<-12 was cleared from the worms two days 
quicker in Bdellovibrio treated worms (Fig. 
3A). This marked reduction in pathogenic 
E. coli levels by Bdellovibrio was enough 
to significantly improve worm survival. but 
not enough to restore worm survival back 
to the level seen in non-pathogen treated 
control worms (Table 1). Our results are 
based on a single, 15 minute exposure of 
the worms to Bdellovibrio and increased 
survival may occur with longer or repeated 
exposures of the worms to Bdellovibrio. 
We chose a 15 minute exposure to allow 
time for Bdellovibrio to attach to prey cells 
and begin invasion of the prey cell (2). Even 
without Bdellovibrio treatment. E. coli 1:<-12 
was cleared from the worms, in agreement 
with earlier research demonstrating that 
pathogenic E. coli does not establish a 
persistent infection in worms (16). Levels 
of nonpathogenic E. coli OPSO were also 
significantly lower and cleared faster in 
Bdellovibrio treated worms (Fig. 3B). 
However, unlike E. coli 1:<-12. nonpathogenic 
E. coli OPSO was able to persist in the control 
worms for seven days. The levels of E. coli 
OPSO we detected in control worms on day 
one agree closely with those found by others 
investigating viable E. coli OPSO counts in e. 
elegans lysates (30). validating our work in 
this system. 

e. elegans appears to be an ideal model 
system for refining and exploring the use of 
Bdellovibrio as a therapeutic agent. Since 
e. elegans is a bacteriovore. exposure of 
the worms to pathogenic bacteria is simple 
and easy. The lower growth temperatures 
favored bye. elegans (20-2S0 C) compared 
to birds and mammals coupled with 
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Bdellovibrio's optimal growth temperature 
of 28°C makes e. elegans an attractive animal 
system to investigate the use of Bdellovibrio 
as a biocontrol agent. We administered 
Bdellovibrio as a liquid treatment for precise, 
controlled dosing, but worms could also be 
treated with Bdellovibrio through placement 
on plaque plates (21) containing both the 
pathogen and Bdellovibrio. Our work 
prepares the way for future experiments 
with e. elegans and Bdellovibrio to examine 
additional pathogens. dosage and frequency 
of Bdellovibrio treatment. persistence of 
Bdellovibrio in worms, effect (if any) of 
BdeUovibrio on worm morphology, as well as 
other variables. 

While an intriguing hypothesis. the use 
of Bdellovibrio as a feasible therapeutic 
agent has only been demonstrated in vivo 
in chickens against Salmonella (12). Here 
we extend that work by demonstrating 
significantly increased nematode protection 
from four different pathogens through 
Bdellovibrio treatment. In addition to 
being a well-studied pathogenesis model. 
e. elegans are much more tractable than 
chickens and our results lay the groundwork 
for future Bdellovibrio biocontrol studies in 
e. elegans. The presence of Bdellovibr io as 
a member of a healthy gut community in 
children (32). along with its lack of toxicity 
in birds and nematodes, suggests that it 
holds potential for therapeutic use. Our 
demonstration of protection by Bdellovibrio 
against multiple bacterial pathogens in the 
well-studied e. elegans pathogenesis model 
strengthens the validity of Bdellovibrio as a 
promising. future therapeutic agent. 
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EXPECTATIONS OF 
UNDERGRADUATES 
Undergraduate students tend to find, from 
the moment of their arrival on campus until 
graduation, that they are held to a long series 
of ever-increasing professional expectations. 
Some are curricular standards set by the 
university, while others are evolving 
objectives the students decide for themselves. 
Students anticipate they should engage 
during lecture and laboratory courses, 
maintain high academic standings throughout 
their college career, and, potentially, pursue 
part-time employment. But perhaps one of 
the most pronounced expectations of an 
undergraduate is for the student to become 
socially and professionally involved on 
campus. The idea of campus "involvement" 
can be both vague and intimidating, 
especially to a new student. 

Universities have numerous and varied 
organizations; these can be academic, social, 
faith-based, or service-oriented in nature, to 
name only a few. When a student is faced 
with many opportunities but has limited 
time, it can be a challenge to decide which 
of these commitments are worth pursuing 
with limited time. It is in an undergraduate 
student's best interest to choose activities 
that complement his or her area of study 
while promoting personal and professional 
growth. However, a student may be more 
interested in finding activities which build 
lasting, meaningful relationships with peers. 
This fundamental choice does not have to 
be a mutually exclusive one. None of the 
elements mentioned above are missing from 
undergraduate research experiences, which 
is why commitment to extended study 
outside of the classroom is one of the most 
valuable uses for an undergraduate's time. 
This is especially true of students majoring 
in biology. Research allows students to apply 
broad concepts learned in the classroom to 
original research problems in the field or 

laboratory setting, all of which enhances 
content comprehension, professional 
development, and peer interaction. 

CONTENT COMPREHENSION 
AND TECHNICAL SKILL 
The most immediate benefit of an 
undergraduate research experience is the 
ability to translate what is learned in the 
laboratory to one's understanding of scientific 
concepts learned in the classroom. A recent 
study by Hunter et al. indicated a common 
gain for students after an undergraduate 
research experience was perceiving "increased 
relevance of coursework" (2001). In a science 
lecture, broad and sometimes overgeneralized 
ideas are taught first, and eventually the finer 
details are covered. Researcl., however, begins 
by trying to answer a very specific question 
or solve a particular problem. For example, my 
first research experience involved determining 
the effects of different concentrations of 
carvacrol (a bactericidal extract from oil 
of oregano) on Bacillus cereus, a toxigenic 
bacterium associated with foodborne illness 
and ocular infections. Using a nematode 
model, Caenorhabditis elegans, I was able to 
quantify the effects of Bacillus toxins because 
the nematodes would ingest the bacteria 
and become infected. Although I had no 
background in cell biology or genetics at that 
point in my college career, my research advisor 
was able to build from my knowledge of basic 
biology and teach me about the organism I 
was studyi ng. 

Often, I encountered information while 
working in the lab before I had taken a 
course which covered those ideas-part of 
my Bacillus project involved transforming the 
bacterium with a specific plasmid vector that 
my advisor and I had designed. When I took 
genetics a few semesters later, I studied how 
bacteria are naturally competent. Research 
for me became a balance of relating concepts 
from the classroom to my project, and relating 



my research back to the classroom to realize 
the real-world implications of what I was 
learning. This learning style does not stress 
memorization as much as application, which 
is more valuable considering scientific "facts" 
may change with breakthroughs (AMS, 2011). 
Translating knowledge between the lab and 
the classroom allowed 
me to appreciate 
the complexity and 
importance of what 
J was studying, 
while giving me a 
better, more complete 
understanding of 
some of the more 
challenging theories. 

As classroom content 
is applied to a real
world setting, students 
performing research 
also begin to increase 
their technical skill set 
in the lab. Some of 
the first aspects of my 
research experience 
were becoming 
oriented with the lab 
and learning proper 
execution of basic 
bench skills, such 
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as using aseptic technique or performing 
polymerase chain reaction (peR). Bench 
work and instrumentation revealed the 
reality of research: it can often be tedious. 
But the practical experience was worthwhile 
in learning what the process of designing, 
executing, and analyzing an experiment is 
like from start to finish. One of the most 
valuable skills learned in research is the 
ability to troubleshoot problems when they 
arise. In the early phases of my Bacillus 
study, one nematode was to be placed in 
an individual well with agar on a 96 well 
plate. Then, each individual nematode 
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could be studied separately as the Bacillus 
tox.ins began to take effect. Isolating a 
microscopic animal, however, turned out 
to be extraordinarily difficult. I t was hard 
to avoid picking up multiple nematodes at 
a time, so the methodology for the project 
had to be amended. While this may sound 

like it would have been a 
frustrating experience, it was 
actually exciting and eye-opening. 
The difference between a real 
undergraduate research experience 
and a "canned" lab experiment 
that a student encounters in a 
basic biology class is that no one 
knows the "right" way to execute 
a research project. This gives the 
student ownership of the entire 
experiment and the freedom to 
be creative when adjusting for 
problems encountered during the 
process, and the end results are 
that much more rewarding when 
the project is completed. 

The three-hour labs designed for a 
classroom setting may give students 
some practice in bench techniques, 
but these skills are only applied 
to a piece of an overall research 
experiment. In an immunology lab, 
I read through a three-part protocol 

that stated parts one and two had been done 
for the students. This is not a criticism of the 
immunology course; it simply illustrates that 
students have a limited perspective of the 
goals in a research experiment and the process 
involved to acquire the end results in a short 
lab period. Furthermore, students may find 
it difficult to imagine application of methods 
they are using to solve real problems, even if 
they understand the concept being illustrated 
in a classroom lab. This is the advantage of 
undergraduate research: students are exposed 
to the scientific method from beginning to 
end, including the planning of the project and 
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the presentation of results. After participating 
in undergraduate research, I no longer look at 
a graph and see only the data, but also have an 
appreciation for the months and years of work 
that producing only one figure required. I have 
a more realistic conception of what research 
is like, and I am more able to understand how 
other scientists arrived at their results and 
conclusions because rhave a sense of what 
they may have done in their ovm processes. In 
fact, one study indicated students who perform 
research-based activities rather than lab-based 
activities gain confidence in interpreting data 
(Brownell, 2012). When I have questions about 
a concept in microbiology, I can imagine how 
a scientist may have approached discovering 
an answer because I have been exposed to a 
number of techniques and instruments used 
in my field. Research enables a student to think 
critically within his or her own field rather 
than simply accepting facts in a classroom 
without being able to put the "pieces" together 
in a broader understanding of the world. 

Performing undergraduate research shifts a 
sh.ldent's outlook on aspects of his or her own 
specific area of study. But the research process 
may also give students a new appreciation 
for other natural sciences as well, primarily 
because students will discover that subsets 
of science are not separated by as distinct 
of boundaries as course curricula may 
indicate. While I primarily use techniques 
rhave learned in microbiology courses in 
the research lab, [ also fmd myself referring 
to knowledge I acquired in chemistry or 
physics classes to execute my project. For 
example, purifying the plasmids necessary 
for transformation of Bacillus requires a 
number of reagents. [ relied on general 
chemistry knowledge to make these solutions 
at appropriate concentrations. And while not 
a topic I studied directly, having knowledge 
of the laws that govern forces and energy 
because of my physics education also helps 
me to understand the living systems in which 

I was interested. Physics, chemistry, and 
biology all build upon each other, something 
that is not stressed in lecture. Therefore, it 
was difficult for me to see how necessary my 
understanding of all of these disciplines was 
until I had research experience. 

Undergraduate research gives a student 
appreciation for all of the "core curricular" 
sciences, but for students studying 
microbiology, research also allows for a better 
understanding of the relationship between 
the various disciplines within biology. For 
example, my research in environmental 
microbiology involved taking measurements 
such as pH dissolved oxygen, water table 
height, and temperature of the water in which 
the algae of interest was growing. These data 
were considered when studying nutrient 
effects on algae because they can influence 
algal metabolism, as well as the presence of 
other microbes, and interactions betvveen 
these communities also impact algal biomass 
and metabolism. Evaluating the influence of 
the environment on microorganisms helped 
me appreciate that the toxigenic bacterium r 
was studying in the food microbiology lab 
also changed depending on the conditions 
in which the cells grew, even though my 
work was in the laboratory and not in 
the field. I appreciated more the ability to 
carefully control variables and I became a 
more conscientious scientist. While working 
with Bacillus, [ learned the importance 
of handling samples with precise, sterile 
techniques, and this training prepared me to 
more efficiently process hundreds of water 
samples in the environmental microbiology 
lab. My involvement in tv.;o laboratory 
projects has exposed me to the details within 
a subdiscipline, but has also enabled me to 
think critically about the broader concepts 
and implications of the subjects I am studying, 
and the problems and diagnoses I will make 
in my future training and career. 



"SOFT" SKILLS AND 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
Developing a deeper understanding of 
the biolog-ical sciences through research 
is a critical and valuable undergraduate 
experience, and a student undertaking a 
research project might expect this to be 
an outcome of the process. What students 
may find surprising is that they also grow 
interpersonal skills immensely while 
engaging in research. Communication 
of scientific concepts becomes more 
comfortable as a student has more practice 
both reading and writing scientific literature. 
Utilizing primary literature- peer-reviewed 
publication of original scientific findings-is 
helpful in learning background information 
for a project, but it also adjusts a student 
to thinking and speaking in scientific 
terminology. As scientific studies produce 
information much faster than editions of 
textbooks can be produced, relying on 
scientific articles for supplemental detail of a 
broader classroom concept can be a critical 
piece of an undergraduate science education 
(Hoskins, 2(07). The first time I read a 
seven-page piece of primary literature about 
Bacillus, I spent several hours deciphering 
the dense writing. I found later that this 
was a valuable investment of my time; I 
became more confident in speaking about 
my research to professors and other students 
because I understood the "language." With 
enough practice, I could read a scientific 
article as fast as I could read anything else, 
an.d t~is gave me a sense of belonging to the 
sCientific community. 

The more a student reads primary literature, 
the better he or she will be able to compose 
a poster presentation, oral presentation, or 
manuscript in the future, and the more 
insightful their questions will become. 
Likewise, delivering an oral or poster 
presentation requires much practice to convey 
the essential information to an interdisciplinary 
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audience. Successfully transferring the salient 
aspects of your work to a mixed audience 
involves not only a thorough understanding 
of your project on aU levels, but a realization 
for how to "teach" and engage your 
audience as well. This concept is becoming 
more important with each passing year as 
new specialty areas develop within each 
subdiscipline of the life sciences. Without 
consideration of the audience at hand when 
rehearsing a presentation, the implications of a 
student's finding may be lost on those who are 
not familiar with the jargon of a subspecialty. 
It is critical that a student presents his or her 
findings in a way that allows the scientific 
community to learn from the results and build 
from them in future studies. With careful 
preparation, especiaUy in the background 
content of a presentation, a student can 
successfully and confidently convey findings 
from a study without overestimating the 
audience's background, and without running 
overtime, two of the most common errors 
among students and experienced researchers 
alike. As a student gains more experience 
presenting, these presentations become 
less rehearsed and more of a conversation 
between the student and the audience. This is 
an exciting transformation, because students 
can begin to share ideas with peers about 
each other's projects, and they become more 
interested and engaged in each other's work 
as the conversation progTesses. I encountered 
this at the 2011J Indiana Academy of Science 
conference, where a professor was presenting 
a poster on her study of the nervous system 
of the same nematode model which I used 
for my Bacillus project. As the conversation 
progressed, I was both learning from this 
professor and offering valuable information for 
her; it was a discussion that felt more collegial 
than Instructional. which is atypical compared 
to most of my interactions "vith professors. 
Co.mmunicating and sharing ideas in this way 
butlds a sense of fellowship between students 
and professors, so the student starts to feel less 
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like a science major and more like a scientist 
through this process of contributing and 
coUaborating. 
Collaboration is, in fact, an important piece 
of the research process. Even if a student is 
working on an individual project, he or she 
will often rely on peers who have more 
research experience for advice and wisdom. 
This student-centered learning, with the 
advising professor assuming the role of a 
facilitator rather than an instructor, builds 
students' prowess in the lab and willingness 
to give input as to the direction of the 
research projects discussed. Teamwork in 
the lab makes the research projects more 
successful. but it also allows a students to 
form valuable friendships with others of their 
own discipline. Another research experience 
which I undertook relied heavily upon 
collaboration. During the summer of '2013. I 
studied in the Bonanza Creek Experimental 
Forest in Fairbanks. Alaska for three weeks 
with a professor and graduate student. We 
were assessing the effects of warming 
and nutrient addition on algal biomass and 
metabolism. This experiment had many 
components, and at times, it was difficult 
to keep the "big picture" in mind when I 
was focused on my comparatively small set 
of data. 1 was able to rely on the graduate 
assistant for help when 1 was trying to make 
sense of the results. She helped me have a 
better appreciation for the role of algae as 
primary producers, and I was able to keep 
the end goal of the experiment in mind 
because of her explanations. 1 began to see 
her as a mentor, but also as a friend. because 
we worked very closely over the course of 
those three weeks. But these friendships form 
regardless of the length or location of the 
project. I interact with students working in 
the same research labs as I on a more regular 
basis than many other students. Not only do 
we collaborate on our research together. but 
we have many of the same classes together as 
well. so some of the best connections I have 

had with peers during my college career have 
resulted from research experiences. 
My relationships with my faculty advisors 
have also grown and become more valuable 
than I anticipated as I have become more 
involved with research. At the beginning. I 
was bei ng told what to do and how to work at 
the bench. I was being taught in the traditional 
way I was used to in a classroom. although 
it was one-on-one interaction. As my skills 
grew and I relied on my professors less for 
technical instruction, I felt more confident in 
expressing my take on the data or my ideas 
for amending the methodology. My advisors 
respected what I had to offer; I felt trusted and 
accepted as a scientist. even while I was still 
their student. Beyond that. my advisors have 
been incredible resources to me in realms 
outside of the research laboratory. They have 
written recommendation letters for me and 
edited my research presentations and posters, 
but they've also given me advice throughout 
my undergraduate career. which has been 
what I value most about out interactions. 1 
can share experiences I'm having in class or 
in the process of applying for medical school. 
and they encourage me and give me a sense 
of what to expect as I move forward in 
my college years. Having a faculty member 
support me as I work to accomplish my goals 
has increased my confidence and improved 
my work. and has been easily the best aspect 
of my undergraduate research experiences. 

By mentoring undergraduate students. 
faculty engage in service to their profession 
by training future scientists. Of course. 
the student is helping further that research 
project. but there is a great deal of 
commitment to the training of that student 
and investment in that student's future given 
by the most dedicated faculty before those 
results emerge. "Service to the profession" has 
been heavily emphasized in my own research 
training; for example. I have been especially 
encouraged to be on a journal 
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MY ADVISORS RESPECTED WHAT I HAD 

TO OFFER; I FELT TRUSTED AND ACCEPTED 
 ,

AS A SCIENTIST, EVEN WHILE I WAS " STILL THEIR STUDENT. 

editorial board someday so that I can aid 
my peers in science by critiquing their 
manuscripts. As an undergraduate, students 
are prepared for this service through research 
training. Students will often read and discuss 
primary literature with each other or an 
advisor and learn how to critique an author's 
work thoroughly while still communicating 
the errors respectfully. Following an advisor's 
example, more advanced students can also 
facilitate the training of some of the novice 
students in bench technique and general 
concept comprehension. Commentary on 
each other's poster presentations and talks also 
models a professional conference, in which a 
scientist would field questions from colleagues 
and engage in dialogue about the study. In 
addition to professional service, students also 
serve their community through volunteerism. 
Our lab community, for example, organizes 
a fund raiser for Next Generation Nepal, 
which is a non-profit dedicated to returning 
trafficked children to their families. We 
use the "penny war" method of collecting 
donations and involve the science professors 
and students in the process. While not 
directly connected to our lab work, this 
collaboration for a greater cause on the part 
of a few research students has allowed us to 
contribute to society in both an academic and 
social capacity. 

PERSONAL GROWTH AND 
IDENTITY 
As students begjn to build relationships 'Arith 
peers and faculty who are also involved 
in research, these students are engagjng in 
a socialization process into the scientific 
community. Students in an undergraduate 
research experience are integrating the role 

"scientist" as part of their identity, and they 
are learning that a scientist is so much more 
than someone who executes an experiment. 
As I enter into my last year of undergraduate 
research, I find that I begin to take on the role 
of a peer mentor while stiU being guided 
by advisors and other students. Mentorship 
is so closely connected to research because 
science involves a great deal of collaboration 
to be successful. The characteristics that I have 
appreciated in my own advisors-patience, 
enthusiasm, and respect- I have attempted to 
implement in my own attitude when working 
with other students. For example, when 
consulting a lab partner on methodology for 
the Bacillus project, I noticed that she had 
difficulty recalling some of the math concepts 
from general chemistry. I was able to find a 
new way of explaining the calculations that 
she hadn't heard before which made sense 
to her. At the same time, my lab partner 
organized the methodology into a list and 
was able to walk me through what needed 
to be done. She saw the bigger picture of 
the project and how we needed to progress 
through each phase, whereas 1 was focused 
on the details of a particular step. We both 
assumed different roles in the partnership and 
were able to teach each other different aspects 
of the same research project, which was 
valuable leadership practice. In the future, my 
career as a physician will require a great deal 
of patience and commitment to mentorship 
of medical students and resident physicians. 
These partnerships are most successful when 
the members rely on each other's strengths, 
even though one is the "mentor" and one is 
the "mentee." It is difficult to be engaged and 
invested in one's own learning if one does not 
have an active hand in the learning process. 
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As a physician, I would expect my mentees 
to offer input regarding the subject material 
and I, as a mentor, would be willing to let 
the students take ownership over solving the 
problem at hand with guidance from me. I 
know this method has worked for me while I 
have been a mentee, and I think it is important 
to deviate from the traditional lecture-based 
learning to some degree so the students feel 
like a valued member of the class or group. 
This is what research does, and I believe my 
peer mentorship experience from research 
will translate easily to the medical field. 

Beyond mediating discussion and 
encouraging my peers in science, research has 
increased my interest in developing methods 
of communicating scientific findings to the 
general public. Through my involvement 
as an editor for Fine Focus, I collaborate 
regularly with a marketing team, while my 
role is primarily for handling manuscript 
submissions. The interdisciplinary project 
has revealed to me the importance of 
packaging content in a way that is appealing 
and understandable for a target audience. 
This is a new concept to me; I am familiar 
with marketing products, but the intricacies 
of marketing information have become a 
more immediate challenge to me as someone 
striving to publish in the sciences. The 
frustration that scientists can feel when their 
findings are lost on an under-informed 
audience is expressed by Volpes' The Shame 
of Science Education (1984): 
Public understanding of science is appalling. 
The major contributor to society's 
stunning ignorance of science has been our 
educational system. The inability of students 
to appreciate the scope, meaning, and 
limitations of science reflects our conventional 
lecture-oriented curriculum with its emphasis 
on passive learning. 

I would argue that while the public may 
have a limited view of some current 

scientific studies, scientists also have a 
minimal understanding of how to convey 
that information to a broad audience. 
Scientists write and talk for other scientists 
in the system of publication that currently 
exists. These are valuable data and analyses, 
but it is not for everyone. I would argue 
that undergraduate participation in research 
begins to encourage students to think about 
science from other perspectives so that the 
student can communicate to individuals 
of various educational backgrounds. For 
example, an ecology professor of mine once 
played an NPR interview of a paleontologist; 
this is a perfect example of an instance in 
which language had to be carefully tailored 
to speak to a particular audience, and this 
particular interviewee did so effectively. 
Undergraduates may, in their future careers, 
encounter situations in which they need to 
convey findings to the media or other public 
entities. Collaboration in research is a small 
step in developing these communication 
skills, because students are only working 
with other science majors. Nonetheless, 
students are bound to encounter diversity 
even within the sciences, and this student
centered, active learning process is excellent 
practice for conveying scientific content to a 
number of audiences. 

To be certain, communicating scientific 
concepts is both exciting and challenging 
for any student new to research. A student is 
bound to encounter road blocks throughout 
the research process which will require critical 
thinking and problem solving, especially when 
the original methods fail to produce acceptable 
results. These frustrations are combatted by 
the desire to satiate one's own curiosity as to 
how living systems operate, which develops 
as one becomes more attached to the research 
project, and more empowered in knowing 
that research can allow these discoveries to be 
had. This desire for understanding motivates a 
student to be flexible as he or she copes 



with the challenges associated with running 
an experiment. I felt tested when attempting 
to run a successful polymerase chain reaction 
(PCR) for my Bacillus experiment. PCR. like 
other tools in the arsenal of a microbiologist, 
involves sensitive reactions and is time
sensitive as well. It was important for me to 
be precise when working with small volumes 
of DNA, primers, and reagents. Even though 
I knew I had handled the sarnples carefully, it 
sti II took several attempts to generate copies of 
the plasmid I needed, and I was embarrassed 
I might have had poor technique. My advisor 
reassured me I was doing well, and that 
successful PCR is determined by a variety of 
factors, some of which may have been outside 
my control. With this in mind, I was able to 
be more patient with myself as I made more 
attempts at PCR. and this shift in attitude has 
translated over to my classroom work as well. 
I am less likely to get frustrated if, for example, 
I am trying to solve a chemistry problem that 
I don't understand. Instead, I look for creative 
approaches to the question and persist until I 
find an explanation for the concept that makes 
sense to me. This patience and flexibility is 
crucial to the mindset of a college student, 
because balancing schoolwork can be difficult. 
Training in perseverance through the research 
process helps a student better face this obstacle. 

Once I was able to solve problems on 
my own in the lab, I began to feel more 
ownership over the project which had been 
assigned to me. I was more comfortable 
working without supervision and I felt 
responsible for performing quality work, 
even though there would be no "grade" 
assigned to my research. This intrinsic 
motivation is harder to feel in a classroom 
setting. Classroom learning is passive, and 
students may not know how to integrate 
information that seems surface-level (Lopatto, 
2009). The knowledge a student gains in a 
lecture doesn't feel as though it "belongs" to 
the student because it is so readily given. But 
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new knowledge generated in research almost 
has an emotional attachment associated with 
it, because the student knows first-hand the 
work required to discover this information. 
In this way, research is its own reward, and 
it fosters a desire for understanding in other 
realms of a student's life. 

The personal satisfaction and comprehension 
of scientific content are only gained, 
however, if the student is producing original 
results at the end of the research process. A 
research project which does not add new 
knowledge to the scientific community 
does injustice to both the student and fellow 
scientists. A typical classroom science 
lab, when the results are known at the 
process is designed to "work", is helpful 
in illustrating a concept but does little to 
prepare a student for the reality of research 
as a career, in which results are elusive 
and methodology often needs revision 
(Chmielewski, 2009). Furthermore, if a 
student is not striving to solve unanswered 
problems through research, the student does 
not have new information to publish, and 
the opportunity to grow scientific writing 
and presenting skills is lost. One way to 
ensure that a student is building on prior 
studies but is developing novel results is 
by reading primary literature. Consulting 
scientific journal articles, whether for a 
course or for research, begins to feel more 
like participating in a dialogue than tedious 
work. I became more interested in scientific 
discovery as my research progressed, making 
me more willing to ask questions of my 
teachers and advisors when I was confused. 
Throughout primary and even secondary 
education, there is this fear associated with 
"bei ng wrong" which can prevent students 
from engaging in classroom conversation. 
This anxiety quickly becomes outweighed 
during undergraduate education by the 
desire to know more as a student becomes 
more involved with research. 
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This internal drive brought on by research 
has allowed me to overcome the fears 
associated with the risk of trying something 
unusual. Adapting the attitude that a new 
experience will enable me, even if it 
may seem intimidating at first, has been 
a direct lesson of my undergraduate 
research experiences. I have learned not 
to feel anx ious when I don't know what 
to anticipate from a class or a job, because 
I have experience encountering "the 
unexpected" in the lab. For example, in 
the Bacillus experiment, the plasmids were 
designed with the addition of the gfp gene, 
so that once the bacteria transformed the 
vector, fluorescence would be an indicator 
of expression of products on the vector. 

, 
... UNDERGRADUATE 

PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCH 
BEGINS TO ENCOURAGE 

STUDENTS TO THINK ABOUT 
SCIENCE FROM OTHER 

PERSPECTIVES... 

" 

We used a flow cytometer to measure 
fluorescence, and we expected stressed 
Bacillus to express a particular gene on 
the vector and therefore fluoresce. We 
also expected our control bacteria not to 
fluoresce because they did not have the 
vector w ith gfp. However, our control 
Bacillus did fluoresce. The experiment was 
repeated, because it was assumed that we 
mislabeled our samples or some other aspect 
of the methodology went wrong. But again, 

the control bacteria fluoresced. Making sense 
of the unex pected was challenging and 
exciting, and it was concluded that when 
stressed, Bacillus must produce a primary 
metabolite that fluoresces. An experience 
that could have been frustrating ended up 
being enlightening, and it has allowed me to 
readily embrace new challenges. 

BROAD IMPACTS 
Engaging in an undergraduate research 
experience is a large undertaking. Scientific 
discovery involves active learning and 
adapting to new findings, a process initially 
uncomfortable to students accustomed to 
lecture-style lessons and rigid syllabi. Yet 
these challenges enable a student to grow 
in ways that a standard course could not 
allow. Students learn the complexity of the 
scientific method, and are able to appreciate 
and understand published literature after 
going through the process themselves . 
Students collaborate with faculty and peers 
to better communicate their findings and 
learn from the experience of others. Students 
come to realize that they are more capable in 
understanding and performing science than 
they could have known. The contributions 
which undergraduate research students 
make to the body of scientific knowledge 
are rewarding and stimulate further interest 
and motivation in scientific work. In my 
own experience, research has allowed me 
to feel immersed in the process of doing 
science and has made me more invested 
and interested in my own education. My 
undergraduate career would have been 
incredibly different without research as 
a tool to enhance my core understanding 
of science and improve my confidence in 
professional settings. I highly encourage all 
students participate in an undergraduate 
research experience to realize their full 
potential as a scholar and scientist. 
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EXPERTS 
At; a pe~ r-reVjew Jo(unal, we need reviewE'rs to facHi ate the pce-r review proc 55. We are always 
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to t he rnicro-blo t ommUl'li t y. 
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DONATE 
If you are interested in financially supporting Fine Focus, email your request to finefocus@bsu. 
edu or call Dr. John McKillip at +1-765 -285 -8820. We will then offer specifics on how to direct 
your donation. 

\ HAT'S NEXT 
Your generous gift will be directly used to offset expenses associated with marketing, travel 
and printing and production of our journal. Your donation will be a tax deductible gift made 
to a registered 501(c)(3) organization and may be for any amount. With your permission, your 
name or organization will be acknowledged in the next published issue of Fine Focus and on 
our website. 

Benefits: 
• Full page ad for you or your 

organization in the print edi
tion of the journal 

• Copies of the next four 
issues 

Benefits: 
• Half page ad for you or 

your organization in the 
print edition of the journal 

• Copies of the next two 
issues 

Benefits: 
• One-third page ad for you 

or your organization in 
the print edition of the 
journal 

• Copy of the next issue 
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SPRING 201~ 
Back from left: 

Kyla Adamson, 


Adam Carr, Ale


< 
cia Gorski, Anna 

Rich or, Professor 
John McKillip. 
Middle from 

left: Matt Ma
ranto, Samantha 
Schwartz, Avery 
Sampson, Karah 


Mason. 

Front from left: 


Ja ck Hesser, Grey 

Harris, Jonathan 


Mlksanek. 


SINCE 2013 
Caption 

information 
goes here and 
here and here. 
Usa doluptatia 
nrt pore 
so lm pos qua 
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MEET US 
Fine Focus 1$ current ly run by undergraduat e students at B2I11 Stilte Uni ver'iHy 10 Muncie, Indi
ana, under the uldance of a facil ity advlsor. We come from diverse academic backgrounds, 
Inclu ding microbiology, digi tal publishing and marketing. 

> 

See behind the scenes of what Fine Focus ha s been doing since it began in 2013 . 
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FAQs 
Are there costs associated with Fine Focus? 

No, getting pnn Issues IS free. and there are no page rharg on manusCripts accepted for 

publlcaoon . 


How does the articfe review process work? 

Once you submit your correct ly formaned manuscript to us, i wIll be sent au to two exper 

reviewers (members of our Editorial Board) In the subdi.clpilne/special ty area covered by the 

research T IS double-blind review process will determine the OVE'fi;ll l acceptabil ity of the sCience, 

novelty of res Its, etc. , U:. ally within four weeks. The designated COfl €s ponding author will then 

be notified of the fina l Ediw r 's det:ision by emai l, which will also contain all reviewers' comments 

Upon nnal acceptance, the paper Is scheduled to appeor in the next issue. 


What kinds of papers can get published in Fine Focus? 

On81nal resea rch in any area of microbiology is eligible as long as all ast one of the coauthor, 

was an unde rgraduate student at the time the work was being completed . The su bstance 
of the r search shou ld focus on one or more aspects of any mi croorganism, or a topic In 

microbiology educaoon 

How many issues per year are published? 

Two - one in Janu ary, and O(le in Jul y of each year. 


Is this an online-only journal? 

No, Fine Focus IS bot h a pnnt journal and on li ne. 


What are the submission deadlines? 
The manuscrip t submission dead lines are April 30 for the Ju ly Issue, and Septem oer 30 for t e 
Janua ry Iss ue 

What format should I use to submit a paper? 
The full instruction s to author$ can be found Hoer the S ubmls~iom, tab. Correctly formatted 
completed manuscripts are to be submined el ectronICally through ,he Open Journ I System 
(OJS ) to ensure conlidcnoahty and proper management of you r paper through the peer reView 
process. Deta ils about these SImple steps are available on our webSi te. 

Who runs this journal? 
Fine Focus is managed by Dr. John McKillip, Ph.D., at Ba ll State UnIversity, and lun by a group 
of interdisciplinary undergraduate students All aspects of graphics. marketlng, website 
maIntenance, and peer reVIew are handled by these ndergraduates und ( (he direction of 
Dr. McKIllip (dlthough t e peer rev iews are act ually completed by external members of our 
Editor ia l Board - see website for complete of these experts). 
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To separate elements use a dotted 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••r- line, 5- point stroke in any style 

colors. 

To add visual weight to contact 
information use the social media 
buttons. This makes it easy to 
identify how to reach the journal. 
which is the main point of creating 
a flyer. 
The size of the buttons shouldn't 
change. 
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InitlOl $lIhrnls:~;{}ns 3rt ' fmm" 
• ~1! \\ .~ "'III~ In(klll.1 
• ~".\ :\H',,<,tv. Indiana 
• i lldldll.II",MIO. Indiana 
• ~.I~I~hllJ l ) . MJryland 
• fl.1I1U'1.It'dl:, •. M innc~ota 
• \·btlil, Phi lippinc:-i 
• (' I I'~ I j'I1' H~rm sylvania 

• ::--"11 1 1I1 1'fl11~ . South Carolina 

To sec where eiSf ' we wil l ue. RO iO 

\', \\.....:, . linr l ()(u~.n~. 

DONATE GET INVOLVED 
\Ale are a nonpro fiT iOIlr Il<d. and ......1" rd y on dOll~lt ions. l :J1lkT,{r.'lhlutc · !i.t ll( ]Il' l ll:-. (·;U \ submit Inicr()biol~y 

Help us out at \\ ww. IllWJUf ·lI<i,Urg. re'search by goill~ In fi ndocussubmi'S..",- it.}Hii.orK 
\Il~ · mbi ~ \~)' IIml ' ·Soo;,(ll1' ar\~IIJII\r' l I Jlnlt~lon. l b.. 
can become lnvol vcd with f ine Focus as editors or 
reviewers. 

WHERE WE ARE 
As an imernational journal. Fine Focus 8Cn!p tS art iclt· ~ll bmission s alld 
works with rnorc th'lII ~() c" di l(Jria l board rrK:rlllJCrS from JrDU lld the world. 
\ Ve use a double- blind review sysrern 10 ensure fair and accu rate ed its-

Editorial board me mbers _ 

) 

• Indiana Academy of Science. I.;{)th March '21 . 2015 I' t 
• Indiana Br.lnch. American Soci,·ty for Microb io[ogy (lBAS M) March 27

?8. ·20[S. ,I . ! , '. I I " ,I, . k 
• Nationa l. ~OJ dtrcnce on l h,J e rg rariumc [ll' ,,'" rch (NCIJR)Apri[ 16-[8.2015. 

I , ·1 11. 'I t I r II , 1.IUI \ 

• American Society for Mierob io[ogy (A SM) 115t [' el y 30- lune 2. 20[5 
It[ I 

SCOPE 
We are an international journal 
ded icated 10 showcasing 
undergraduate f"C"SolOlfCh in all fields of 
microbiolog y. Fil!~ Focus is managed 
ent irely by undergraduate students 
from production to print. 

WHO WE ARE 

The American I\ssociat'ion for the 
Adva llcemellt of Science (tv\ AS) eal[ 
to f}('l ioll ernpl msiZt:"S Ihe ll('('d fhr ::J 
ft"""t'vaiLUl iOjl I.r !ll"jCrgr.IChl:llr' bK>!ogy 
l'rlul~llou lnleg-rJlion of creative 
~ t-udent rt'sedrch inTO existing curricula 
and 'commuil il y-based pan icipalOry 
rc:;carch' are major themes of !his 
;J[ LJ10lJrl(·Cl!It'Oi. 
Fir le f( }("u~. a product-based courSt' 
at Ball State' University. is uniquely 
poised 10 rnt;f'I th is c;1 1110 aCilon and 
is weI! posirion("'d 10 take advantage 
of many rapid ly evolving oojcct ives 
in undergradll{ltc SCiC lllf' education. 
UtiLizin;{ the :-ik ill sf: l:S o r dedicated 
undf' rg radu.1tc stuck"nts spanni ng 
sev-t'" r.~ 1 d('p~ r1JnenT s, h Ili' hM Ie. i::. 
J p'~I T-revin\ I 'd Jr.Jd[)l1I i ~" ~I4Jm,d 
willi .1 lI1is."tlon hI l.uhll '1h filldill~~ 
of I tllf"W, ll itm.lllulftl'I"RIIH 1LI.;I1!' 

lll innhinto,:{, n=scart h ill both prillJ 
. l lIrlt'll'j"!mni~ 1'1:.Jllt 11"1 I Is.. 

By partnning wit h .he Am.erican 
Sec iet y I(Jr MicrobioJ~y (AS M). 
as wel l as other scienl inc coal ilions. 

MISSION 

We publish origin;ll re~arch 
by undcrgrJ.uu3\c 'S! UdenlS in 
microbiology. This includes works 
in all rn ir robiologiull specia lties and 
microbiolo~rY l'dUCCl I ion. 

participa1ing studenTs gain a 
rnultitude of eXlXricllces and 
establ i:;h pe rman II[ p ro rr-s.."'i ional 
COnlJ CIs in varied subc liscipii nes of 
microbiology. Such (~ .'<pc ric nces yield 
J working knowledge of scient ihc 
writing, editing. pn :- r n:vif'w. 
graphic desig n. and JJ vertising. 
as they relat e 10 di :,,'$elll ination 
of nl icrobiol~'ical r(rs.carch data 
lhroll~h all ac;}c\cm ic jollrnal. In order 
10 be ;;uc('cs-sfully implcnwnled, 
conrempol'jry ulldergr Jduale research 
in the biosciencc 's m Ufi;t incorporate 
professiol la! dissemin.1l ion in addition 
to bend \ ,kill~ 
FUH' FfJ{l.:<i IHIs: !hl:L 1l11iqllc lIid 101 '. Our 
proposed work is Ihe fi rsl irl1 t: rTl.l1ional 
1ll1dergraduate iournal speciJical ly 
in microbiology. Fine Focus allows 
interested stllJr nTS Iht' opponunit y !O 

see Iheir rescil rt:h efforts th rough 10 
fruition via publication wh llf" karning 
about the SciC"lll i ic p~"(' r review 
prOCt"Ss at 'he Sol l'!U': l ill ie. 

http:IJlnlt~lon.lb
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TO FUTURE DESIGNERS 
The rationale behind the style changes I made are included 
in this report. I have detailed my thinking behind each 
piece of the style guide. This can be used as background for 
future designers to know the reasoning behind my design 
decisions, as well as have an idea of why certain designs 
didn't work. 1 hope this will make it easier for future 
semesters to maintain a consistent style for the journal, 
website and promotional materials. 

The main purpose of this redesign and the creation of the 
guide was to both create consistency for the publication 
as well as consider the most effective ways to make the 
journal successful and functional. My process was to 
rethink Fine Focus. 

As a result, I created a professional and modern look. 
Scientists value organization and logic, and undergraduates 
are drawn to clean, contemporary designs. With 
information easier to access then ever, people also expect a 
highly usable and intuitive product. 

The main purpose of the website is to create an interactive 
experience for users. The main purpose of promotional 
material is to entice people in less than two seconds and 
get them to follow or contribute to the journal. The main 
purpose of the journal is to create an approachable and 
readable outlet for sharing scientific research. 

If you have any questions, either about the design or my 
reasoning behind it, please feel free to contact me. 

Emma Kate Fittes 
1111;lil: (l,tirl("~Il.l(el'.(ll\ilil.("II\1I 

I\vtltcr: (0lfllllll.d';JI(· int'!:. 



I LOGO 

BEFORE 

Curved lettering is hard to 
read. Design shouldn't make 
a reader turn their head 
unnaturally. 

A circle is a restrictive shape 

The tiny pictures are very 
detailed and they get lost 
because they are so small. 
Logos can run at any size, so 
if this was smaller, it would 
be less clear. 

This is unnecessary 
information especially since 
a journal hasn't printed yet. 

Tiny words are hard to 
microbioloay~fiJ,e f9CU~_gen~J).f} re~ea~~h.9~ot,~oti on read, often logo is turned 
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The words repeat, so they 
are not adding any more FOe U SL.....- information 

The class explained that they had two different logos A logo sholi ld have enough options and variations to be 
because each worked for some mediums. For example, the coJlsistent, no matter where it is used. The function of a 
circle logo worked best for t-shirts and stickers, but the logo is to create a recognizable image for your business, so 
other worked best for print and posters. having multiple defeats the purpose. 



AFTER: 

The challenge with redesigning a logo was to keep the 
design close enough to the original that it wouldn't interrupt 
any branding that has already happened. Also, the class 
wanted to keep certain elements, including the "Champaign 

I kept circle shape and black and blue color scheme, 
however defined the blue so it will remain consistent. 

The simple microscope is easily recognizable at any 
size, not over detailed. I chose microscope since it is a 
common and important tool for microbiologists. 

The microscope is a tool to direct the eye towards the 
journal title, since it points directly to it. 

The knob is known as the "fine focus" that allows 
a scientist to zoom in on the microorganisms. This 
is representative of the journals, which focuses on 
microbiology research and students, as well as the 
name sake. So, I added emphasis by changing the color. 

I kept the lettering and bar style to keep the logo 
recognizable and kept the same description, but made 
it readable by keeping it straight and instructing that it 
is not to run smaller than at IO-point font. That text is 
not to be included in logos that would require it to be 
smaller than that. 

I also created variations, so designers will have an option 
for any situation that arises. A successful logo should have 
an option from being used on the cover, a t-shirt or in an 

& Limousines" font. I also wanted to make the logo more 
conceptual, and represent what th journal actually is so it is 
another outlet for sharing information with the public, not 
just pretty. 

advertisement. This includes different color options, color, 
black & white and monochromatic as well as different basic 
design options. The next page has thumbnails of them. 



COLOR BLACK / WHITE ONE COLOR 

The circle works 
well for t-shirts and 
stickers. Usually best 
in places where it is 
independent. This is the 
main logo 

FINE FOCUS 

FINE FOCUS 

FINE FOCUS FINE FOCUS 

Losing the circle opens 
this up for flexibility 
on posters and 
notepads. The bar can 
extend to the ends of 
the paper. It also is easy 
to make larger without 
taking up too much 
space, unli ke the circle. 

The final variations are 
for places where the 
logo needs to be very 
small. Like on a pen. 
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* Spreads have been resized to fit this page. The pages are 7.5 by 10 inches in reality. 

ABSTRACT 

TRODUCTION 
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Joying a Ifeatment framework in which cli' 
nJ a n ~ administer different drugs in strateg ic suc

playing a treatment framework in which cli ce ion could both treat bacterial infections and 
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ce il() n could both treat bacterial infect ions and T nica l University of Denmark 's LeJla Imamov· 
se t against the development of resis tance, ic nd Morten Sommer argue today (September 
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Revised mechanism of D-alanine 
incorporation into cell wall 

polymers in g am-positive bacteria 

se sitivity cycling, could also help curb unneces- to the emergence of drug·resistant superbugs. 
~ antibiotic U5e, which is known to cOnlribute Fi foc us is a n undergraduate journal for rese-.arch in 
to the emergence of drug·resistant superbug1. an field of microbiology. My name isChrisla A (astilio. 
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Employing a treatment framework in which cli· 
nicians administer different drugs in stra tegic suc
cession could both treat bacterial infections and 
select against (he development of resistance, 
Technical UniverSi ty of Denmark 's Lejla Imamov
ic and Morten Sommer argue today (September 
2S) in Science Translational MediCine. This new 
framework., which the researchers call collateral 
sensitivity cycling, could also help curb unneces
sary antibiotic use, which is known to cont ribute 
to the emergence of drug-resi~tant superbugs. 
Employing a treatment framework in which cli
nICians administer different drugs in strategic suc
cession could both treat bacterial infections and 
select against the development of resistance, 
Technical University of Denmark's Lejla Imamov-
Ic and Morten Sommer argue today (September 
25) in SCience Translational Medic ine. This new 
framework.. which the researchers call collateral 
senSitivity cycling, could also help curb unneces
sary an tibiotic use, which is known to con tribute 
to the emergence of drug· resistant 5uperbugs. 

METHODS 
Employing a treatment framework in which cli
nicians administer different drugs in strategic suc 
cession could both Heat bacterial infections and 
select against the development of resistance, 
TechnICal University of Denmark's Lejla Imamov
ic and Morten Sommer argue today (September 
25) in Science Translational Medkine. This new 
framework , which the researchers call collateral 
sensitivity cycling, could also help curb unneces
sary antibiotic use, which is known to contribute 
to the emergence of drug· resistant superbugs. 

playing a treatment framewotk in which cli
tans administer different drugs in Slrategic suc 

~ssio n could both treat bacterial infections and 
leet against the development of resistance, 
hnical University of Denmark 's Lejla Imamov
and Morten Sommer argue today (September 

5) in Science Translational Medicine. This new 
mework, which the researchers call collatera l 
nsitiVily cycli ng, could also help curb unneces
ry antibiotic use, which is known to contribute 

the emetgence of drug-resistant superbugs. 
ne (ocus is a n undergraduate journal for re

rch in any field of microbiology. My name is 
hrisla A Castillo and I am typing in the graphic 
rts managment lab at Ball State Universit y. There 
re twelve people in our class. Our profe ssor is Dr. 

, hn McKillip. I have no idea what else to type. I 
ink I like thiS font . I'm hungry. Here come a 

unch of random letters. The quic k brown fox 
mps over the lazy dog. IskjflksjflksdjOksdjOksdjf. 

Employing a treatment framework in which cliniCians 
admmister different drugs in strategic 5uccession 
could both Ifeat bacterial infections and select against 
the development of resistance, Techn ical Universi
ty of Denmark 's Lejla Imamovic and Morten Som
mer argue today in Science Translat ional Medic ine. 
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ying a treatment framework in whiCh cli
nlci ns administer different drugs 10 Slrategic suc· 
ces n cou ld both treat bacterial infect ions and 
sele t against the development of resis tance, 
Ted nkal University of Denmark's Lejla Imamov
IC d Morten Sommer argue tOday (Septem ber 
2S) In Science TranslatIonal Medicine. This new 
fran work, which the researchers call collateral 
sen Uvi ty cycling, could al~o help curb unneces
sar antibiotic use, which is known to contribute 

e emergence of drug-resistant superbugs. 
ying a treatment framework in which cli

nici ns administer different drugs in strategic suc
n could both trea t baderial infec tio ns and 

t against the development o( resist ance, Tech
nic Universi ty of Denmark's Lejla Imamov!c and 
Mo f!n Sommer argue today. This concludes this 
an I f!. I hope you learned a lot. Have a great day. 

Fine Focu, 24 

The abstract is written in a 
separate font then the rest of 
the paper, yet is designed the 
same as the rest, which is an 
unnecessary inconsistency. 
The font Champagne & 
Limousines looks childish 
in lowercase The letters are 
so round and are too close 
together, which decreases 
readability. The font works 
better as a display font in all 
caps. 

Since the page numbers are 
at the bottom, the title is the 
only navigation at the top 
of the page. It is cramped 
and could be on either side 
of the page, which could 
make it hard to locate. There 
is a spacing issue between 
the second and third line. 
(Ledding) 
Also, this seems to break 
style since it is the only text 
right aligned and ragged. 

Their body copy font is a 
sans-serif, which is usually 
used for web or digital 
products. That combined 
with the text being justified 
makes this dizzying and 
intimidating to read. The eye 
has less of a natural pattern 
to follow, and as a result 
readers can accidentally 
skip lines or get lost. This 
is not helpful for such a 
dense topic, which is already 
difficult to read based on 
content. 

The graphics aren't labeled 
as such and look like they 
were added as an after 
thought. They split the text 
instead of being integrated 
into the flow of the design. 
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BACK: FRONT: 

Volu 1 - July 2014 
An undergraduate journal 

research in mlrcoblolo 

This microscope was pulled 
from the circle logo, I 
believe. In the logo, it is too 
small to tell because it is 
such a detailed illustration. 
It is not used anywhere 
else and looks childish with 
the thick line strokes. Since 
it isn't recognizable it isn't 
adding any information for 
the reader. 

This is one of the most 
important pieces of 
information and it appears 
stretched at the bottom of 
the page. 

The cover uses an Internet 
image instead of an original. 
The logo is flipped to be 
vertical. I assume this is 
done to fill space. However 
the reader now ei ther has 
to tip their head 90 degrees 
or rotate the book. It is poor 
design to inconvenience 
the user. Design hould be 
intuitive and consider their 
f'xpcrtc:'n e. 
Also, the words are 
repetitive and highlighted at 
random, adding no value. 
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FOCUS

A MICROBIOLOGY JOURNAL FOR UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH 

The cover design pulls from the design of the logo. 
Since this is the first issue. it is important for people to 
recognize it. Using the logo design in a different way makes 
it memorable but recognizable. 
The des ign pulls the readers ~yc in a "z" fonnatiOi . starting 
at the top left in the white space. following the line of the 
microscope to the title. and through the blue line into the 
rest of the journal. 
It is simple. so it looks modern and approachabl . An 
undergraduate journal should be appealing to it's target 
audience. and a large chunk of ours is young undergraduate 
students. They generally have become accustomed to the 
use of white space and enjoy contemporary designs. It also 
only has the necessary information. so it is uncluttered and 
clear what this book is and what you will find inside. 

IDEf\ITIFICATION OF 
DIATOMS IN A HEALTHY 
PENNSYLVANIA STREAM 
COMPARED TO 
THREE DOWNSTREAr~ 
SITES IMPACTED BY 
ABANDONED MINE 
DRAINAGE 
CHRJSTOPHER M. ARENA, JOHN L GALEBACH, 

THOMAS M. MANDJCHAK, J. MJCHAEL ENGLE, 

MERRJLEE G. ANDERSON" 

110UNT ALOYSIUS COLLE:GE, 7373 

ADMIRAL PEARY HIGHWAY. CRESSON, PA 1663~-1359 


The cover will always be 
a page on the right side of 
the spread, so it feels like the 
beginning of a chapter in a 
book. Also. this consistency 
will make it easy for a reader 
to navigate the journal. 

The headlines are left 
aligned and ragged, to match 
the rest of the text. 
The gray text is used for 
extra information to show 
that is holds less importance. 
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ABSTRACT 
Ufl' ill a h . hhy stml l1l C<l ll L..: y 'vr-rdy impacted 
by ( h 3 flgt"'S in pH and orhrr \lr,Ilcr quahl y 
paramt'tcn. Ttli$ sllIny rt" v r:."ll~ dirfc:r~II(l'.s III 
dilllOll1 divt"fSit y :lIId wain qua lity ctt..rJCI~risric:l 
in a cf'nlrnt Pe-nns:yivania Sl r";'1Il Om: hral1hy 
si te ,o.'3S comr ~r('rllo )il rrc UI'":'I(II), si n :dTcclcu 
by ;iham!II'Ic:"d lllilW dr;Ji ndgl" JuriJlg a luly 
~mplhl~ j" ~15. Pcrman.~nl sliu("l\ wen:: maJc and 
Itlic ro:s(,OpKJlly aSSf"5scd for di.1 Ull\ ic.it'IIIit1c:u ion. 
The h~ahhy Slrtam ctllllaiue(i ~kvcn di:uol11 gCHI'fU 
whlk ,ht- silt' IllOSI il1l p~clC'd by mi ne d ra in3~(" 
'\:howl'd only onr diatom. EllIlnfio (·x[~rua. Oala Wl:n: 

;malyz" d for Sh .... lIl1on diversir y index and ~JX't.ic~ 
ri(hHn.s. \ V"'tl samrlt:s 'ihowed ciiffcrt'n« ".S in p I I. 
aluminum. sulflJlt". anti irort Tlus work demunslra1-cs 
Ilw uS(: or d i.ilTOH'lS <i.! bio indiGuors or 51 rram II~I I I I. 

TRODUCTION 
IlOtla:Jnf'd minr dmirggt:· V'\.iVlD) ;5 a prnm

I :In source 0 P'~I\ltion in Cllrrtplly anJ 
~i<J\l'i!y rnilnl ~~..JS !hrrugt-1U1 the Unilru 

.. 31("1. A.J\1D i~aI \'.';)ter is Sil u.r;:11cd \\.i ID 
I .tIs such as lIun and may ~ vrry low ill 

I nli.k.i.1 il:lll irthf;!S:piI..~ ffiVimlln"'l!nI (or 

, nujoro y of "'lLJ3li< life I-hWa IIm:hnk is 


SOlI n.:c: or M [) IXJlIu~ d'l.ll (1m.,;" tnm 11'It: 


l rue COII(" m , ..~l R.j\'('T lir;l r F\x'!Jgc. Pt-lm
·h"JJ~ .J. The: BadlOk ''''<is drilloJ in t~ rm 

t ~ walcr from ntib of 11(~II)IM

)(1co.'ll mifrs in l ilt: lr'ta lnr. J3m:.hac 
.....s c:tfPL-d ~n f.l.:Os only 10 blow 0111 dur 10 

I :dt'rgro. l~ ~:)llrt" SOI1i( ' cl1ly years lah, •. 
~ !~1· thl'll. wali:r \\ mill pH (I.';: low ;t" 51'6 tus 
I ell b.dXll.ing Otlt of I~ Oon:hd,. 411 a nile: of 

!1:i.JJ gatlons pet 11\Lllurc: al'ld bbnkel-
II~ SIJtfounding Rx: ~ wilh a rnklish 

\'.'l1 iron rrcripiliJlr , m 
irw' or;lilt.:1'§' OCOIIS if! dtr'OlS wi l1t' W~dtT 

I )UM ~! i (1.111.111:"1 W Ith e~:d n:rl..,. d ta t have 
higt l ( (1)CCl Ufiil101l of sulfide rJUJIlerJI.!. Pyrilt:, 

.lbo known ~ l"ot f s goU is .J commtll1 nurtt'r.-I 
fuund Wllh co;J In li lf' ~~lt·nt l' liled Sl a:t..~ 
lh~ oxillrion uf l1yrilr <lid OIh('f rulf1de-n..11 
ltunt.'r.II~ C;JUSC$ lilt' ~ of M11f\ulc acid :-il1d 
1I'1elallOl.~ ]f a ~1'l"3m h.u a jjmitcd bUDe
Qrj:mI Y, II ..... pH w ill \OIllil"••• 10 tk"C rt=orst' . 
lJUL-;' i r~c~ng 1he oxid.1loo IClCliotL'i and k/ )I" 

PIt,1.:i }JIIJl O ! of Hlf.:lai.s. \ Vtk'il r/'k: !c11lf_"r.IolUrc 

of the wait T inn~ ill the ~!IU1lCr IHUI,lIl". 

l!:'~ $Idl.1S OX)' ~ lx.-cOO'lt' Jess ~ublc and 
sal" 1x-corll(" 111m: ",uoc (I) 

luaf,l ilOfosymN-lic aj 

,'lVt; i,n a wiOC .....riety 0 ' 

nls. F.)If\ d!3JI.It, spt."'Cic!; h.l:> 
l\iOCol <-"CO WJll. ca!lt-d a 

\-'Jl!wUity, alld tcmpcrnlun: 
'in fn.nhlk: H~k.1gY. 

APPLIE D/ENVIRONMENTAL· xx 

, I ... J paninlbrly JO ll.lNO CIlYlrolllllt-rI!S ,- Ml 

have <In d fccI on o\'"l"r.dl growth ch.Ir;w' l(,fWif'1 

of Ill('" m:.rtOrlt 11~' f31 IOl"S. I IIUS{ impL'!"T;JnI I~ 
1 (· ll\f ){T.Jlll~, (';l/l have all dTm on 50luuility 
of salIS and ~ found with;n \......ltTS C!ipr

cially ,I""" iJI1f"'1«i w id\ I\~m, Ii.., ~~lng 
10 Luge O\""r"r.IU ("h;:In~~ ill Wllt.'T d ..:misl ry. 

Fh..1lWl.io!ts ill \"~LI;er m"fni~ry 1hroughou' 
the yt"3r d l.¥' 10 h..:mpl"t"d1Urt: dloJI LUI N\t: 

;U l ,·ff&1 on d.(;\IUIIll Sflt'l'ies. p~111 as wen 3':' 

$r..t.."'.'taJ varialit.."", in obion I l , ioos. Each 
diatom spt.·uc.''S has ~iHc ~m\V'1h 1)')r:alllC1m 
.and !TI(~ l y giving u,; Ihl" .aniliry 10 o.n
tify tlym hy lbt-1r rnl"St\J.k.makins litem ~ 
Ihnlnt i1t.dKlf'Sof "",. la" fluali ry. (0) 
Thj:- ~udy W ·dlj. ut1lk.-t-!akn 10 ~tssc~ di.11.om 

div1.:n iry in J ....·al Ity $lre~lItl ancl lhree s.ltes 
JOw ll1iIrt.--am I'rolt! the A.1'vW o UlnO\\!. 'Illt 
fin;1 sile is dlC' hC:i;l:l lhy S!ft'.,;UII. ItO n t uf)sfreJOI 

or the AMD di.Sf.h..irgt> with a pH or f.i2 11V' 
srtY.Ild ~iw is .1( l-l "S~_'i Horcholc. 5 m br~)\\'

''''!iOUI<t of " wiDJ;,;m~ du<- '0 ",1<'1]1 
rwci~, will! :l pH Hf .\.?b.TI'It" btll'thal~ .liit ~ 
uphi U and is cOfnpkldy d<.'1,..UID of vegct.. 'iclOl. 
TIl(' third sit(" is 3 n:uur.dly romJ('t1 5f:l llill:.i 
pond J) rn txlow tht- dis-tt:!~, whtrt t~ 
/"low of pnlhm-d water sIo and r.as tI pI 1 
of 3.211. Th~ Founh site is ;'IJ a britJgt- t ) m 
bdow lhe AMD ili.'jCh;]rxt:: rough!y ~ III 

from when: !'hr' hcuthV .J:"!4: low pH \\'311-0 

fIl1X , with a pH of OJ:6. Fi.:.,.rure I Wus3rutt"S 
!Ill: four sampling sites. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

S.ln,"'m'~ was C"t-''J4 luf'tr", IIlluly ~'OJ..i DiaroolS 
Wf'TT u.JI~'1cJ by }\.U·'\'I"1tII):J b iofil11 iS from 
lJr.! Illna ~i..fnc''.11!'i by JCr.Ip~!1g UInrcf': cn1ri~, 

1t":1r'r~·(t"lIT ~n:-J iltlo oJ ~,erl lt:: 15wL pulypru
pyk,lt:' Ji~)t~ (el1lrm.~i( · rube (Fi~'Crbrn.nd~ 
Two ~mpb pt:r silt' wrn' 5otatfotti aud pm
~ in J "TUlibtion hood by p:.·i~ 2l-~) 
mL o/' Ihr s;:rrnpk- ir~o oJ I:D 1111 bc:llicr 00 J 

1"I",'e, 11> '0 ..:.:ill,.. 10-15 ml. nirric"';'l (Rilm 
S,:ic.:U.1Uk Inc.). S.lIT1~ \'.'l"n' drn boilctllo 
n.'!novt' (If&'UUt {natlM'. b ving brhil.u oniy 
diuOl I' rn.1~111t$ per ~ and kO;u n m 
C('nrrihISCirion. ~irt'l of li(lUil l \.\.7t'llr:, and 
"tlSr)(·'~Jll in 10-1.~ ml of d lk:J wa:CJ' l,V';d 

pt.,,·furllK..'o si'\. IlnlCS.. f\-nn.lllf'll l s lidr...,. w rn: 

rn:alcJ by ~ 1.1$pn~J.iug d~om rMfUic:s ii' 7(Jt 
,b~rurnl Mhyl ,0:000I (F"""-~ (1..,,001) UJ.iI 
a ciOlxly ''''P'"'uion "'as ,JdUrVCO l S,ml'it:s 
wt'1l' dilllTr--d It) t:IpI>rO)un"l:1Il"iy '1(1) (N§n.tl~ 

fC T Ik:&tl of' vi.::w ou ~)\V nugnilimlm (tWX 
to~.tlll~uf[(~ic-.,) 10 .;ill-1W oor ~''''Vd ! i<"ltl 
on rc-inIilT"lf."111!'Iidt,":t. AJ-PU:cinu;dy I mL of 

sob.nion WitS ~ocro Cfl. ,) g13Si mv(~lip ;:uv:i 
the: alcohol ~ al~ lW('t llo (,v:~")(')r;"Jre o....'I"'I1)«h1. 

laving bchir'A1 only Wa:!tTll (ntilUh li xf'/ 10 

lhc rovrrsli p. CovC'1'SU ps w('re ?I'rrrld.:lI' tlJy 
IfVltH1U'U 00 Alm L.t!6ltg I1.1Iftl.lX mounling 

11'1«ilL10\ (Brunell Slrl' ;d, of 2', :;IiIe, ....'<:IT' 

creuro for U9r: II ' tbJr.il~ Sl.d\.J.S gt.:r~1 
lnj.m!ioI{~ and ......OUl"fnrMogy. 

Dillt'Jtns w trr kit:mifif'Ci!o t.il(' s;t'l l1:S ~~1 1l5

ins: ;m anhr'-l: dJI:bJsc. C'lraromi or tI", Uni!n! 
SI:l'I'::s. (ft) and ~ ( 'mom idr'nufiC:lI iOIl ;c x( (6). 
Fluon C".rlt sile, -'i<X) IOIJ1 tJL1~om.1ii wm: iLk!lti 
tied wnr oil irnl"llCriiQI"l (K)))X ItJC'at IN~{!tl

fkatU'l~ Ot.'l.U.loUt ill'1~s Wt'fi: ~l with a 
l~;ss A.xiosmt Plus lighl mVToscopr lnd SPOT 
inw,{i sysrcrn wnn O)n iil~ll L.111l(1<i dOO 

..Ji,..d wi,1i SPOT w r""n 50 ",i'rw"". (SPO' 
[" 'I~ SoIo,IIiom\ 

\\";w:; a l1ll\Ysis \\""J$ 'S&:l1110 G ;J,lKI C Coo! 
IwJysi5 Lu) (&.tl\"\lnr~rvll.k ·, P/\) for 4afir'lg" of 

,I", ,u'P"'ad ",ids. ~'>:d 1T1eI,1, ""I p! I. 
n~~a wrrt' 1l'5Cd in N'II'~"l('tlOn \vid) the 
ShanJlon divt"1'Sity sta!UticaI Ol na.Jysis WI.). Re-
1:l!X"lsh.i pS bt'!'WL"1'!1 wall " q"aHty :rru d i..l1oll\ 

dh'Cr.iity .......ere ex.uJllrJt"J . 

Information for the 
corresponding author and 
the keywords are pulled 
out separately from the rest 
of the text because these 
are additional tools for the 
readers. 
Since the amount of space 
these take up varies greatly 
in each journal, the white 
space on top can grow. That 
white space helps direct a 
readers eye to the content 
as well. 

Keepi ng the text ragged 
instead of justified makes it 
easier to read over longer 
periods of time. Increased 
ledding between paragraphs 
helps break up long pieces 
of test which otherwise 
could look intimidating. 
I chose a serif font because 
they are easier to read in print 
since a user's eye expects 
it and can more quickly 
recognize those words. 
I moved it down to 10-point 
font since that is easy to see 
still and less dizzying. 

Each section has two picas 
of white space above the 
separation line and one 
pica below. The white 
space above directs the eye 
towards that section. The 
section headline or in-text 
subhead is then a point of 
entry into the text. 

Overall, I try to switch 
between splitting pages 
vertically, like the Abstract, 
and horizontally, like with 
Materials and Methods. This 
variety will help break up 
the monotony. 
I also put the graphics 
(shown in the full template) 
throughout the results and 
discussion sections. These 
sections are where those 
graphics are referenced, and 
they help spit up the text. 
I made the graphics text 
gray to make it clear it is a 
separate element. 
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WEBSITE 


The homepage is static. There is nothing to interact with. information will be added, a user would have no reason to 
A user would have no reason to stay on the site. Also, it return to the site. A sit can be resourceful. but it has to be 
is clear nothing will ever change. If it appears no new user frie ndly as well. 
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FOCUS 

Want 0 support us? 

Fine ~. a nonprofit and reMs on donllbona ~.-+-"';"'-----1f-J 
supponen.. All dcnBIJoni ara ~)' appraaaled. For more 
lIIforrMIion m donabng or VI our ~ inFumabon 
page bm! 

The lights are random and 
unprofessional 

The dominant piece is a 
logo, which doesn't add any 
information. Users expect 
this to be at the top, and 
generally skip to the center 
of the site, since that is 
where their information is 
typically. 

The trend of having a 
navigation bar on the side 
had faded. Most users look 
for the bar at the top. It no 
longer has to be in a box for 
people to know it is click
able. 

This is basic information, 
but probably what a user 
would skip over, since 
they know this if they are 
accessing the site. 

This is the most important 
information to someone 
accessing the site, but it 
looks like an afterthought 

This is likely the second 
reason someone would 
come to the site, other than 
to get involved, but it is at 
the bottom. 
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FINE FOCUS IS THE FIRST MICROBIOLOGY RESEARCH JOURNAL 
FOP UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 

SO GET INVOLVE 
Undersraduate <tud~nts can submit m'crob'ology research by go,ng to 
fi nefocussu bm lssi on s.arg 

M,cl biology professors and other professionals can become involved wi th 
Fine Focus as reviewers . 

OR DONATE... 
We are a nonpront Jou rnal and rely on donanon s. Help us out ! 

A white background is more 
modern and professional. 
The contrast with text helps 
readability 

A new, condensed 
navigation is at the top. It 
is more readable and users 
expect it there. 

The photos run as a 
slideshow, adding a moving 
element to the homepage. 

We created a slogan to 
explain the purpose behind 
the journal quickly. 

One goal is to get followers. 
Both keeping it to the top 
and adding dominance with 
the circles help. 

[ added subheads that clearly 
show the two ways users 
can get involved. 

Embedding a Twitter feed 
keeps the site fresh and 
updated. Users can stay 
connected after leaving. 

Having contact and basic 
journal information here is 
a consistent resource that's 
easy to access. 
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Meet us page. Before the site only included two semesters 
and didn't provide much information beyond the names of 
the previous members. The two slideshows make it easy 
to add new semesters as well as have a specific place for 
behind the scenes photos. Since contact information is at 
the bottom of every page, it would have been redundant to 
add it to this page, or make it have its own page. 
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EXPERTS 
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• :, ·d! I" ,'. l,.rJ.,M..morl• 1 
~IC'I(t 

• T i1"~.jI50u'~ InO .. f ....• tnr ~!otmo!r IIIlIC)" 
~/ ... '....1 t yo ,~~, ~! v ofV 0' .• 

Thailand 
• ao:MWDf)~iI' ."t'en.lncn 
fhf}""'~tn U, '.~ I." 

Bosnia 
• 	Mill· : ~·j.ITbt'fO ' ,~ . Ul'I ~ @" t ~ 
04~'tllj~ 

-
Experts (editoria! board) page. Creating a map of the 
experts creates an interactive experience for a user and 
makes the !ist visual. !t is easier to see the variety in 
location of the experts, which is a large selling point of the 
journal. 
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SUB ISSIOi\JS . EXPERTS DONATE · MEET US . FAQs 

FAQs 
Are there costs olssoclated with FIne FocIJs1 
ja tetTIni pt"U'It UUH·'" 'rtf: .,Md l"~JP ~re '10 ~I" thd'r".on f!'~nu\.(..' p~\ .xuotl"d "' 

Clutll<l:"t'IOn 

How does tht article revl_ prot-us work? 
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Whilillcindl of pa~n; can lei published Itt Fltll!! F~lIs? 


Or .. n .. II"i".W' tn ilny as('~l) r t'T1<(,DbI€iogy r1 tH'llbre if'S ong Ii!, '1Ie~~ Onf!' o· lne 'o.1\J~t»K 
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How mOiny luulf$ p~r year OIre publl$l'led1 
rwo -one! ,n jllnwry, a.~ O"''' .n 1..101 ",,,ch . ~ r. 

Ii tMs OIn online-only journOi I1 
No. Flne F~lJs s bm '\ LlIJ"'\~ JOU~ m::lOf\I,ne 

What are the submls.s.lon deadlines? 

TherntnUKnp S4.Iltmtl4oon~.Id ~.reAo' 110'01' the July ,U-\A' ,nc! Stmf'fTI.b;>( lQ 'T!' In" 

J"'!lj" ~' ISiUt' . 


What format should I use 10 submit a pOIl)er? 
Th1! flJlI ' n~tr'-'CnI)fI( loault-or, (;.1"- tie 'ou.. d LIfllllPll ~IJUm i>Om nib LooI«" 'i 1orrrll"'leO 
ton'D''''tMl ",.....UU'lpIS ilre lot)f lI.ibfTIlued ~-KtfOf"l(.tll.,. ~hrou,h l"le ~ jO\,' nal ~-,.s.lem 
(OJ~J 10 cn'5~f: t~t'I[lh.y .:mc;JorODe:f 1'I'W'".... p1on.ent~ 'tOU' O;t~ lh"Olo...... tre ~ tt'J ~ 
oorotlMo1. [)eu,I, aJ)Ql)' l !'Into ilmpleS-f~ IlJI!: IIVJ labll!" Of',()U' 1> ~b1'lp 

Who n.lns Ihb 10urnal1 
Finft focus 1'1: maro.,1!11 t1y ~ Johtt Met l p, Ph (), it SAil ~1.'f' tJ",~.IY, ,,"d 1..- by.ll It-"tND (J' Ir leflMo.pI'flII'Y Uf1dj!r"radu.ll~ <;h.uJClnt l AII.$p«.t~ oj .,.. .. ph-c;, .""n~&. 'NObS 1 • 
..,.1 .. '...,. ........ ""0 IJIII!ef '~f'W .,rr f\a~leo ltv lnetc ur'tderlrAdu,JrI!" u1IOtf I~ dlr«tlon 
Do t..'c.t', ..,p ,a thot.,&h Ine pee, r~\~I!W'ii .~e t(tuJt.lly to(t1~1ed bv co: ..tePIL mf''f'''Ibt"n Ct' w 
Ed.101"'iI BCJola- ~,. wl!'Mle rOt COffII)I(l1e \Iltr-l0f !ri!'1.4! ~~t~J 

How 10"1 has ~'rI" Focus been I" publl(4lno"? 

/)",,"'! :ilU",ill W,h .\~ ! I{"~ ,,, the/all of 2011, win the: · ~t I~'UC (LI n l~ i.Uf'!1~' ..... ]OVI 


Is Fln~ Focw affiliated with IIny profuslonal societies or otJ.1nlzal1ons1 
"ll/--OUlh w~ .i'" no; f-N"I"IC'.~ ~' 'IJPPQf,td In' all'((I(Id""II~, werer::el~~ n k r::O ,"UDOO!1 
hom ~ ....mer'ean s.oc,e:y kx MIO"otndoc'¥ (ASM', .~ ho! ~.,so '~~'w'e'd ilt~~...I~8fT' .. t I . 
k om Inc COYf'1C! CIt\ lJ~j"arlUlf.te R~f(N (fURl 

IS 'his a rellonal, nilnon0l1, or Internanonaljournal? 

Fine ~OCU5 IS an -nt t't'1D:'IOn_ JOUr" .. !. Hl ' l' ~liI on OiJr (O"Otu.l bId "01" I ...~r..· 
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FAQs page.. The FAQs page didn't change drastically. The 
black text on the white background improves readability. 
The gray on the teal background has hardly any contrast and 
therefore isn't readable. 
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GUIDEUNES 

ubmissions page. The original submissions page didn't 
have anything interactive except for a couple links. As a 
user, seeing a screenshot of the Open lournal System site 
isn't helpful. Neither is including a poster that repeats the 
information on the homepage. 

There is a separate page for document guidelines which 
is accessible in a drop down menu under submissions. 
Having a separate page is inconvenient. Also, having to 
scroll through the entire list to find what you need is 
inconvenient. The gray titles are hard to read. 
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ubmissions pagt. For the new submissions page I put the deadline 
at the top in a distinctive color since that is the most important 
information. Then a user only needs to scroll down to see the 
guidelines. Usability tests have proven that users more naturally scroll 
for information rather than having to click around to other pages. 
I added a quick navigation list at the top titled "Help me with" which 
will jump the user down to that section of the page. That way they 
don't have to scroll to access it. 

Donations pa . I also created a donations page. This way people can get 
more information before sending in money. The bar chart is a way to 
visualize the amount of donations compared to the benefits for the donor . 
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The second logo in the The title doesn't tell a BEFORE: 
center interrupts that viewer why to care. We 
reading experience. There only have two seconds to 
is no point of re-entry to get their attention, so it 
invite a reader visually back. needs to be obvious 

s: A New International Journal ndergraduate Microbiology Research 

Abstract: 

John L McKillip Boll State University. Deportment of Biology. Muncie. liN 47306 

Timeline: 

disseminated a call to action underscoring 
re·evaluation of undergraduate biology 

Del/eloloment of creative student·centered 
is a major theme of this 

nr..'m.'m"" IN.. " as ·community·based participatory 
Ball State University is well positioned to take 

ad'vanlta,!€! of many of these rapidly evolving objectives 
science education. largely due to 

.."t"hlikhf,rj track record of excellence through our 
Bio,techn(J kll~ Certificate Program, an active Chapter of 

Scientific Research Society). and the only 

Fine Focus is an immersive learning course that utilizes 
the skill sets of 12·15 undergraduates in four departments 
to develop and maintain a peer·reviewed journal that wiJl 
publish findings of undergraduate microbiology research 
internationally. Fine Focus, will be the first of its kind. 
and will be produced in print form and electronically. 
Participating students gain a multitude of experiences 
through collaborations with profeSSionals from all around 
theworld. Such experiences include acquisition of a working 
knowledgeon scientific writing. ed iting, peer review. gra ph ic 
design. and advertising. as they relate to dissemination of 
microbiological research data through an academic journal 
with international scope. Students leave the course having 
aIsoestablished permanent profession a I contacts i n va ried 
sub-disciplines of microbiology worldwide. In order to be 
successfully implemented. contemporary undergraduate 
research in the biosciences must incorporate not only the 
bench skills. and experimental design prinCiples. but the 
other vital aspects of doing original research, including 
professional dissemination. It is this unique niche that 
Fine Focus will fill. In a time when limited research budgets 
prevent so many undergraduates from attending national 

Scope &, Missions Statement: 

Mission Statement: 
Fine Focus is a web and print journal dedicated to 
showcasing the research of undergraduate students. 
internationally. in all fields of microbiology. Fine Focus 
is managed entirely by undergraduate students from 
production to print yet maintainsan external Editorial Board 
of experts internationally who will perform the manuscript 
reviews. 

Scope: 
Fine Focus publishes original research by undergraduate 
students in microbiology. This includes works in all 
microbiological specialties including microbiOlogy 
education. Research in other biology disciplines will not be 
accepted unless the main emphasis of the work centers 
on microorganism(s). 

Fall 2013 
• Create and define our scope and missions statement 
• Construct a detailed list of instructions to authors 
• Create and maintain a website and several social 

media sites 
• Began spreading the word about fine focus· 

·Building a list of professionals in several sub· 
disciplines of microbiology to be on our review board 

·Asking mentors to disseminate information about 
our journal to their students 

• Acquired an online submission system (DJS) 
• launched our journal officially (December 6th 2013) 

• Finalized a primary logo 

Spring 2014 
• Updated website 
• Became more interactive on social media 
• Finalized a list of approx. 35 professional national and 

international reviewers 
• Attending several conferences to bolster support for 

and submissions to fine focus 
• Acquiring a library of congress number/ not for profit 

status 
• We Will be putting out our first issue in July 2014 

Fall 2014: 
• Maintaining connections with reviewers 
• Recruiting more submitters 
• Evolving our website 
• Process Submissions 

UpComing Conferences 
• Indiana Academy of Science. Indianapolis IN, 3/15/ 14 
• Indiana Branch of ASM. Turkey Run State Park IN. 

3/28-29/14 
• BSU Research Symposium. Muncie IN. 4/1/14 
• Butler University Undergraduate Research Conference, 

Indianpolis IN. 4/ 11/14 
• ASM General Meeting, Boston MA. 5/17·20/14 
• Council on Undergraduate Research (CUR). 

Washington, D.C.• 6/28·7/2/14 
• American Dairy Science Association (ADSA), Kansas 

City, MO. 7/20/14 
r.nlnf.. r<>nr.f><; to present their data, a venue such as Fine 

interested students the opportunity to see 
efforts to fruition and learn about the 

www.facebook.com/finefocusjournal 
www.twitter.com/@focusjournal 

• finefocus@bsu.edu ohn McKillip . 1 (765) 285 8820 

The abstract is unnecessarily The Logo faded in the The group photos don't One of the most important 
long and repetitive, Having background reduces add information, one is of a take-aways would be to 
only one block of text is readability. It's difficult to previous semester. A viewer continue to interact. The 
dizzying. The sans serif read text layered over other doesn't care to see formerly contact information needs to 
reduces readability. text. involved students. The poses be a dominant element and 

do not look professional. easy to understand. 



AFTER: 

[n advertisements I made a point to keep the visuals consistent with what a reader would find 
on the website. The purpos of the poster is to quiddy answer vi wcr's qucstions. so I split it up 
using titles that make it clear which question that section answers. 
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The new logo is the 
dominant element to 
ensure the first thing 
people see is the name 

Contact buttons are the 
secondary item so they 
draw the eye from the 
logo. I t is the second most 
important information on 
the poster. 

The slogan tells the 
viewer why they should 
care. It focuses the poster 
on opportunity 

A visual representation of 
the international aspect of 
the journal is the next item 
that draws the eye further 
down in the poster. This 
helps guide the viewer to 
the rest of the information. 

The abstract has been 
cut down. given a more 
inviting title and the main 
points are highlighted. 

Instead of just listing 
the prizes for certain 
donations I created a 
visual representation. 

Getting involved is an 
important take away and 
should be kept simple so 
it's easy to remember. 



BEFORE: 

. . .

mission eo Ine: 
September th, 2014 

Fine Focus is a web and print journal dedicated to 
research of undergraduate students, international 
microbiology. Fine Focus is managed entirely by u 
students from production to print. 

Scope 
Fine Focus publishes original research by un 
microbiology. This includes works in all microb 
microbiology education. Research in other bi 

pted unless the main emphasis of the 

icroorganism(s). Conferen 

duate students in 
logical specialties and 

disciplines will not be 

m~ 
~~ 

eral Meeting in Boston 
(at the "Futu Conferences" tables in 

Twitter the North Lo 

wwvv.nn::~rOCUS.Olrq I finefocus@bsuedul Dr. l ~hnlMrK i lip I + 1 (765) 2858820 I ® 

The photo of the staff is These descriptions of the 
irrelevant to the point of the journal are too long and 
add, which is to get people awkwardly text wrapped. 
interested in submitting or 
editing. 

The contact information is 
hard to find and QR codes 
are no longer popular. 
People shouldn't have to 
download an app to get more 
information. 

The submission deadline 
is important to know, but 
an ad's first goal is to get 
people interested. This is not 
the draw to Fine Focus, but 
it's the first thing a reader 
would see. 



AFTER: 

I wanted a new strategy for the advertisements. Not only three questions: What is Fine Focus, why should I carc and 
should they be easily recognizable as our brand, but they how do I g t involved? 
should be informative. This quickly answers a reader's first 

UATE STUDENTS 
IT MICROBIOLOGY 

HBY GOING TO 
SSUBMISSION5.0RG 

OR REVIEWERS. 

FINE FOCUS JOURNAL 

DU 

CONCENTRATED ON 

5T 
 ENT OPPORTUNITY 


This is the technical 
description of the journal. 
The language is short and 
clear and also brings a 
second purpose to the logo. 
It's first purpose is to be 
recognizable. 

There are clear prompts 
of how to get involved 
for either undergraduate 
students or professors and 
professionals. This is an easy 
way to identify who we are 
targeting. 

Making the slogan the third 
most dominant element 
gives a viewer the reason 
they should care. It answers 
what being a part of a 
microbiology journal can do 
for them. 

This contact information 
should be included on any 
promotional material. This is 
always the end goal. 
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FLYER 


FINE FOCUS 
CONCENTRATED 

ON STUDENT 
OPPORTUi\IITY 

SO GET INVOLVED... 

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS CA SUBMIT 
jCROBIOLOGY RE SEARCH BY GOING TO 

FI EFOCUSSU ISSO S.a~G 

MICROBIOLOGY PROFESSORS AND OTHER 
PROFESSIONALS CAN BECOME I va D 

W1l1-1 RNE FOCUS AS EDITORS OR REVIEWERS 

OR DONATE... 
WE ARE ANOI PROFIT IOU DRELY 

01\1 DOi\l.!\T10NS.HELP us OUT AT #IN. 
FINEFOCUS.OI<G 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

CONTACT US 

FI E FOCUS JOURNAL • 

@FOCUSjOUR • 

WWWF NEFOCUSO RG 

FI EFOCUS@BSUEDU 

o TALKTO_ 
DR JOHN MCKilLIP, ADVISOR 

+1-76:'-2 13 5-8820 

We created the flyer 
to leave behind at 
conferences and to mail 
to universities interested 
in the journal. They can 
either be hung publicly 
or kept by someone 
for their personal 
information. Therefore, it 
was important to make it 
simple and eye-catching 
enough that it would 
stand out on a bulletin 
board, but also have clear 
directions for how to get 
involved and have more 
information. I used the 
same strategies as with the 
print ad. 
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